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Thursday, April 28, 1994

Good Luck Seniors!

——
Jennifer A. Abate*Judy M. Afferton*Nicolette Agost*Marissa Alers*Jennifer L. Allen*Carissa A. Allert*Stephanie R. Amoroso*Alexander R. Ananian*Elyse K. Anderson*Beatriz
li, Annexy*Eric B||^^^^^|j^g.s Argiriou* Andrew J. Arguiarro*Charlene A. Arietti*Sharon C. Augusterfer*Jason C. Azze*Kenneth J. Baaden*Jennifer M. Baeik*Catherine A.
Baker*N'ancy M. Baldwin' lessica L. Bannon"Matthew L. Barron*Tara A. Barroqueiro*Christopher M. Barry* Mark R. Barzda*Travis G. Bassi Jennifer A. Baxter*Betty M.
Beauvois*Keith A. Be hair David M. Belcher*Mark J. Bele*Katnili M. Belltlenrulcr E. Benson*RosaIie A. Bert a* Andrea M, Bertone*Susan M. Bevacqua*Geeta BhaIla*Sorava
BiIbao'■■ *Bu/Bird**MariaG. B'itefto*Deborah M. Blackwood*MarieT. Bodack*Jon K. Bodnar*Katherinc A. Bolfa*Harry II. Bond* Amy E. Bongiovi*Dominic A. Bongo*Jennifer
E. Borek*Christine Boiarelti*Chrisline M. Boucher'Michael A. Boucher*Kyriako I. Bouris*Emily A. Braey*Kerry A. Bra(kiick*Geoffrev P. Brady*James A. Brady*Warren M.
ffnni*Sean,M, Broderick*Chris A. Brown*Heather A. Brown*JaimeO. Brown*Sher#l 1.. Brown*Matlhew C. Bruce*Lisa A. Bruscheiti*Eric J. Bryant*Todd C. Bucari*EIizabelh A.
i "Stephen J. Burke*Arthur D. B urn s: Cecilia (1. Burns Din a M. Bums**George Burns" "Lisa M. Buz/eo* Ale jandro Caccres*Jcnnifcr L. Cadogan*A. Magtanggol R. Caes*James
ITciiv*[">
ii,l!ThiisiineCald( i rrj Da\KlM^I1rfaffrj*##FCall ihan*Micfii§Piiiii^^^^
M. Cappello*Christina Caputo*Kristin Carolla*Brian C. Cajroll*Ronald A. Carroll*Jeffrey A. Carter*Nicole T. Caruso*Carl Cascio*Melissa A. Castro*Mark W. ( 'a'.aiano*Diann J.
Caucis*Alicia M. Cerritelli*Tara A. Chandra**Chuck Er Cheese**Susanna B. Chick*Maria C. Chiodo**Jesus HyChrist**Sylvana E. Cicchini*Joseph P. Cieerone" Frank S.
Ciminello*RobertM. Clappi*John C. Clark*Victor M. Clavelli*Jennifer M. Clay*Deborah Cleary*Karen M. Cleary*Keith P. Cleary**Socks'"Clinton**Annmarie Cody* Andres J.
|olberg*Tara L, Coleman*Christine E. Coletta*Craig B. Collins*John A. Collins*Shawn P. Collins*Pablo D. Cplon*Bridget M. Conahan* Brian R. Concannon*Laurie A.
<£onnors*Sean J. Cofiroy*Sean P. Conroy*Jacqueline M. Conway*Michael J. Cook*Noelle M. Cooney*Stephanie M. Corban**E. Gerald Corrigan**Christine A. Costello*Brian E.

J. Dallahan*DarIei W. Daly*Chrislian M. Damato*Laura E. Damato*Sarah L. Dann"Harold A. Davis*Patricia I:. Dawson*Julic A. Debaggis*Christ|ne E. Debella* Donald T.
Deekei"Michael A. Deegan*\Seou D. Defilio* Julie Denlippo*Peter Defilippo*Elaine T. Defrancesco*Joseph A. I)elahoyd*Donna J. Delpo*Mariheth Deluca*Peter Delucia*Richard
S. Denhup*Fran£jne X. Desanto*Laura A. i)eucher*Gerriek C. Devane*Miehelle L. Dever*Denise Diacomanolis*JenelI J. Diaz* Kalhy M. Diggins*AndreaT. Dimiehele*Adain P.
Dinicola': Michelle S.Dipaola*ChristineDobberpuhl*ThorrtasE. Donnelly *Maryclizabeth Donovan*JamesP.Doody:::CelestinoDossarrtos*MalthevvJ. Driscoll*Alison Dudley*Brian
|. Durnitr Brooke F. Duschock*Vincent A. Duva**Jennifer E. Edwards**AlberfF.instein?i::Moanna P. Ellwood*Edward W. Einler*Misono Endo*DonaId C. Eng*Wallace F.
pnman*Dawn M. Esposito*Rober^Esposit(vi PeterT. Evangelisla*Jan F. Evora*Janeen Famu1are*Nicplc M. Fantoni* Lorraine €. Pargas*Nicole M. Farraye*Lyn(f:A. Farricieili*Jeannc
M. Fasaneilo*Ro^senwfy^Feeney*Xerri J. FelicettjSDana A. Felmlee*Maria S. Ferraiuoli*Laura M. Ferraro*Rockman F. Ferrigno*Sabato P. Fiano*Arnold R. Figueras*Michele A.
j?ilosa*Ryan M. Finnegan*Brian T. Fitzgerald*Kirsten P. Fitzgerald*Lisa J. Flaherty*Kristine L. Fleming*Briam P. Flood*Eileen M. Flynn*Meghan E. Flynn**Christitie M.
Folchi**Jennifer A. Foley*Matthew L. Foley*Jay G. Fong*William M. Ford*Matthew Forde*Jennifer M. Formica*Nicole E. Fortin*Maureen Fosque*Carrie L. Fowler*MeTarue R.
Fowler*Cristina M. Fraga*Dennis J. Francis*Brian M. Franco*Henry C. Freiburg*Christopher M. Freier*Alyson M. French**SigmundvFreud**Madeleine A. Fugere*Kimie
Fujimi*Dana L. Fulton*Laura K.
Galbraith*Rebecca Gallo*Sandra A.
GaIvin:i:Fiancesea GaltCRoger A.
Gatto:*Keith E. Gayd©s*Stephen C.
Gecewiez*Thomas P. Gegeny*Thomas
A. Gelston*Ellen Gemme*Mark T.
Georgescu*Vincent M. Gerosa* Matthew
M. Gilbert-Daniel P. GilIigan*Anthony
D. Goff*Amy L. Golec*Cristina
GonzaIcz*Steven Gonzalez*Jennifer A.
GraPJohn J. Greer*Bcth M.Greiner*Michelle
M. Greila*JiJI M. Grenier*Michael F.
Grindlay*Jill E. Grindrod*James R. Grogan*
Laurie
A.
Gtiimont*Matthew
J.
Gutauskas*Keviri T, Guterl*Thomas E.
Habelz*Susan
A.
Habinowski*Chris
Hachmann*Jennifer L. Hack^Katherine M.
Hagan* Michelle R. Halla*Christopher
Halligan*Ellen
M.
Hanley*Sean
D.
# Hanlon*Laurie A.Hanson*IkukoHarada*Pamela
Harrison*Brian M. Harvey*Christine M.
E. Hardy*Margaret HaF.i.ngtorr|:.rni;ei>dure. R.
Hathaway*Dennis W. Haug*Andrew W. Hayes*Joseph L. Hayes*Megan D. Heane^*Rcbccea L. Heid*Aa>anda J. lleinphHl*Gabrielfa Hernandez^Christoplier Herstine*Sean P.
Hester*Jane E. Hickey*Cindy A. Higgins*Donald J. Hill**HoHy'Hobbie**Amanda J. Hoerlein*Kristen M. Hoffmann*Kathleen M. Holtz*Kevin W. Holtz*Sabrina L. Horne*Lisa
C. Huck*Carol M. Hndak*Kimberly J. Hunt*Jeffrey T. lgoe*Michele P. Imperia*Nes,saM. lnnocenti*Corrado Inzucchi*ElizabethIovine*JenniferL. Iris*ShawnC. Jackson*Grekim
W. Jennings*William E. Jerrd*Valerie A. Jetkiewicz*Meri Jitsukawa*David M. Jockle*Marybeth Jodice**William Joel**Clement J. Johnson*Eugene W. Johnson*Johnnie
Jones:|!kevin D. Jones*Molly A. Jones*Geraldine Y. Joseph*Showky M. Kaldawy*Deirdre E. Keane**Brian M. Keegan**Aloyisius P: kelley**DanieI J. Kelly*Robert E.
Kelly*Kristin M. Kennedy*Christopher S. Kent*Nicole R. Kenyon*Suzanne L. Kern*Richard C. Kielbania*Brendan T. Kieman*Collin M. Kiernan*Brian A. Kinney*Letty M.
Kluttz*Thomas D. Knox*Thomas S. Kocienda*AIan A. Koines*Jennifer L. Koritko*Vincent S. Kravee*Debra A. Kreyer*Karen A. Krieg^Korey R. Kross*Susan Krunic*Deborah
S. Kubowicz*William J. Kuhne*Jeffrey M. Kuriiec*Kevin M, Kiizia:i:StefanieE. Lafond*Edward T. Lahey*Shannon K. Latham*Aileen M. Laurie*Martie A. Lavatori*Maureen E.
Leary*Claudine M. Leblanc*Eugene Y.'Lee*Karen Lee*Jay P. Legenza*Jennifer A. Lentini*Eve M. Leonard**StewT.eonar<J**Veronica J. Leonard*Michelle M. Leone*Heather M.
LeroyiKColleen A. Lever*V/illiam Levine*Christine A. Libutti*Christine A. Licari*Scott M. Lindsay"Deirdre A. Little*Karen Liu*Karen J. Locurto*Suzanne E. Loew*Kristin M.
Lombard*Melinda V. Lornbard*John J. Lonergan*Frank S. Longobardi*Kathryn A. Lopes*Richard J. LoschiavxrMohn M. Lovelett**Jennifer R. Luongo**Tara A. Lydon*David C.
Lynch*Ann M. Macdonald*Kerrianne Macdonald*Patrick V. Macdonnell*Joseph A. Machado*KarenE. Macquarrie*Kathlecn M. Madden*Beth M. Magera*Robert J. Maggio*Kristcn
Mahoney:i=Shawn P. Mahoney*Susan C. Mahoney*Will!am K. Majer*TinS Malay*Robert P. Malley:'Eric B. Manahan^'Jason R. Mancini:|<MaureenE. Manion*John A. Marciano*Brian
J. Martin*Brian P. Marlin"Craig E. Martin*James H. Martin*Dolores T. Martinez*Marisa F. Martire^Robin N. Massari*Dana L. Mavrovich*Stephen P. Mazza*Daniellc
Mazzin'i*Monica T. Mazzone*Alycen C. McAuley*Kerry A. McBride+ScoU P. McCafferty:::Michael G. MeCanivi!Patrice A. McCann*Lori A. McCarthy*Patrick McCarthy*Suzannc
E. McCarthy*Timolhy M McCarthy:Macquelyn A. McCreesh*James P. MeDonncll*Helen L. McGrath*Tara M. McGuinness*Alexandra L. McHale^Kerri L. McKechnie*Donald J.
McK.iermu>*Kel!y A. McLau|hliiv;:Vlichael A. McManus*Michael P. McTigue*Shawn B. McVicker*Thomas C. Melillo*Kimberly A. Messina*John H. Meyers"Jason K^
Micholovich;::Mcrsey'*'Mike**Brian M. Miller*Steven H. Minnick*Patrick J. Mitchelt*Jennil'er J. Moll:Menine A. Moncada*Jonpaul Mondazzi*Joseph G. Mongilip*Joseph P^
\lonks":i:Cookiev"Monsier;:].isa A. Montalto* Albert J. Monti *Marianne Monti*Maria T. Monulla*Kathi'yn F. Moore*Paul Moore*Patrieia Morales*John P. Moran*treasa H.
Moran:|:Christine M. Morgan*Jeffrey G. Mosca**MickeyVMouse**Kathleen G. Murphy*KilianJ. Murphy*Lauren P. Murphy*Maureen C. Murphy*Sheila E. Murpby*$tephen J.
Murphy*Susan E. Murphy*Patriek J. Murray*PauI F. Murray*Cynthia C. Nass*Joyce Navarro*Editii M. Nayia*Jennifer E. Nehlsen*Dariiel P. Newman*Duc X. Nguyen*Annakarin
M. Ni!sson*Kenueih B.Nippes*Karen A. Nisbet*Gregory J. Niss*Daniel J.Noonan*Andrew B. Norlh*Laura A, Northup*ThomasC.Nunn*Karen M. Ny/io*AliciaM. Q'Brien*Car;.
W ()'Brien*Jason0*Conaill*Gavin P. 0'Day*Eileen M. 0'Domiell*HugHE. O'Donneil*Michael P. O'Donnell^Richard A. Oeekler*Neil J. 0'Halioran*Colieen M. 0'Hare*Jennifei
L. O'Hare*Margaret A. 01iveira*Michael J. 0'Malley*Jennifer Oneglia*Matthew S. Ordway*Kevin J. O'Rourke*0hiistopher A. Orsine*Kathleen A. ()'Shea*Miehael J
Q'Su!iivan*Vincent P. Pace*Jody 1.. Panchak*Edward J. Panzella*Mia A. Papas*Dana L. Paquette*Michael D. Paradise*Philip Pasmeg*Lisa M. Pastore*Erin P. Patton*Brian M
Peknie*Mario J. Percibalti**FfankvPerdue**Richard E. Pereira*Jennifer M. Perez*Suzanne M. Peterman*Thomas H. Peteisen*Michael P. Petrie*Raymond M. Phelan*Jennifer A.
Piekarski*Paul A. Pino*Troy J. Pinto*Ursula P. Pisani*Robert Pisantello*ScottT. Pons*Lori M. Pope*Elzbieta M. Potocka*Christopher E. Potte^^Elvis A^Presley**Jeffrey G.
Preston :*Leeann Prete*Jodie L. Pryor*Joseph T. Puhekker**RogervKabbit**Kristin M. Raffone*Rebecca Ramirez*Gary R. Ramoso*Kimberly S. Reardon * Bridget M. ReilIy*Justin
M. Reilly*Mark J. Resnick*Pasqualina C. Riccio*Christine Riccobono*Maria E. Rios^Christine M. Rizza*Kevin F. Robinson* Daniel J: Roe*JenniferE. Rogan**FredKogers**Josepli
M. Romanello*Maria Romero*Monica L. Roosa*Daniel C. Rosenthal*Steven J. Rovinelli*Matthew D. Royko*Randall R. Rubino*Michael J. Ryan*Linda Sabo*Michaei T.
Sacca*Marvin G. Salazar*Farzan S. Saleem*Marc E. Salerno*Jennifer A. Salmon*Jessica Samuolis*Adinarayan Sankaran*Marceliiio Sanmiguel*Cynthia M. Sanok*Marie-Vec
Sanlana*John A. Santangelo*Leslie A. Santore*Patrice Saracco*Janet L. Savage*Elizabeth A. Sawyer*Matthew K. Scheriff*Catherine Schiavoni*Erica D. Schondorf*Tricia M.
Schreibcr*Karen M. Schroeder*Cheryl L. Schultz*Belinda Schwart*John F. Scroope*Suzanne M. Seipel*Cheryl A. Seleski*Brian C. Sentivany*Christina R. Sers*John A.
Sgrpi*Wendy A. Shandrowski*Robert V. Shannon*Jeremiah P. Sheehan*Maureen E. Shove*Donald C. Siddell*Jeanine D. SignorelIi*Kimberly Simon*Valerie A. Sisko*James M.
Sfevin*Alicia E. Smith*Maureen Snelt*David S. Sommerviile*Jennifer B. Sorensen*Christine M. Sotir**Louis A. Spadaccini**Shannon L. Spalthoff*Michelle A. Sparaco*John J.
Speckharl**Cy SperIing**Brian Spillane*Brian F. Stack*Monica S. Stack*Bruno A. Stanziale*Daniel W. Stapkowski*Virginia R. Staron*Joseph M.Statkun* Jeffrey Stefanowicz*Carolyn
M. Steger*David C. Stokes*Jason A. Suber*Heather L. Sugden*Brian T. Sullivan*Erika C. Sullivan*Patricia M. Sullivan*Paul J. Sullivan*Kevin P. Sutton*Emily R. Swart*Ann M.
Sweeney*Jonn M .Sweeney*Scott J. Sytulek*Mark J. Taglia*Marcus G. Talerico*Joseph Tam*Paul Tar*Jeffrey M. Taylor*Andrew C. Tennant*Anthony Terranova*Lisa M.
Terranova*Robert Terry*Denise A. Thayer*Abbie R. Tidd*Elizabeth G. Tiemann*Rebecca M. Timlin*Michael A. Timpone*Nancy E. Todaro*William E. Tollner*Thalia Y.
Tons*Barron V. Toth*Deborah K. Trerice*Dominic A. Tropear.>*Nicholas J. Tsafos*Scott A. Umbs*Ferdinando Urbano*Jennifer Vaccaro*Breogan Vasquez Gil*Kristen M.
Verratti*Jaime Vicencio^ Scott T. Volpe*Christopher L. Voytek*Kirs(in P. Wadewitz*Kathryn A. Walheim*Brendan M. Walsh*Christopher Westrick*Sten R. Wilson*Jennifer J.
Wingard*Elizabeth Wong*Jennifer M. Woods*Catherine L. Wright*Ernestina M. Xavier*Karen D. Zaluski*Joseph A. Zambrarto*William J. Zavadoski*Connie Zee*Amy J.
Zenkei*t*Stacey S. Zoumboulis: Vandelina Zubrzycki
HHHI

Class of 1994 f

Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It's not something you learn in school.
But if you haven't learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven't learned anything. --Muhammed AH
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Most likely to...

Senior Edition

T

..be in a nursing home in 10 years... Ellen Hanley
..have anatomical nicknames.. TH 114 & 124
..eat ripe melons... Ellen Hanley
..have a keg on hand... Meg Armata
..eat poundcake with a papertowel, knife, and tall glass of milk...
PJ DeFillippo
..take 1 hr. to walk to Campion from the Townhouses... D. Little,
R. Heid, D. Belcher, M. Resnick, M. Armata, J. Igoe, and R.
Malley
..go to the Townhouses on a Thursday night (freshman yr.) and
struggle to get home... D. Little and D. Belcher
..stand up in the Dolan Dining Hall and yell, 'EXACTLY!'...
Mark Resnick
..get locked in a Townhouse shed with a keg... D. Little, R.
Malley, J. Igoe, D. Belcher, M. Resnick
..secretly want a headrub... Dave Belcher
..be bitter... Ellen Hanley and Deirdre Little
..talk back to someone and tell them off... Deirdre Little and
Ellen Hanley
..be roommates for four years... Deirdre Little and Rebecca Heid
..get her hair braided and then run down Campion 2... Kelly
McLaughlin
..annoy entire sections of the library with their whisperingLaura Northup, Marybeth Jodice and Ellen Hanley
..want to date "the Slinger"... Meg Armata
..want to date "the Sylvester"... Marybeth Jodice
..want to date "the Lisper"... Ellen Hanley
..want to date "the KNID "... Deirdre Little
..say, "Not for nothing, but... Lyn Campanella
,
..say, "So don't I"... Meg Armata
..think that there is someone at the door when there isn't...
Marybeth Jodice
..use the word "whore" as a term of endearment... TH 124
..drink someone else's kegs when they're having their own party...
TH126
..get caught with food coming into Jogues... Rebecca Heid and
Deirdre Little
..make friends with a cab driver... Deirdre Little
..make friends with the owners of Captain's Pizza... Dave Belcher
..be the last person ready for a dance... Deirdre Little
..celebrate the 1 year anniversary in a sports bar in Washington
D.C.... Jeff Kelleher and Melissa Dykas
..be seen at the Bourbon Burlesque... J. Igoe, D. Belcher, R.
Malley, P. DeFillippo
..be missed while off experiencing the world next year... Heather
O'Connor, Meg Flynn, Tricia Dawson, Amy Zenkert
..have any arid all types of medicines...Rebecca Heid
..get huge bedrooms every year at school...Deirdre Little and
Rebecca Heid
..become a hairdresser and be sued for accidentally cutting it all
off...Kathy Murphy
..be seen on a television advertisement promoting her law
service...Jenn Wingard
..be seen trying to get her car to say hi...Nicole Kenyon
..get an "A" in everything he does...Ray Phelan
..become partners of a Mayonnaise hair treatment center...Jenn
Wingard and Kathy Murphy
..visit his girlfriends and comment about their butts...Kevin Kuzia
..kill eaefr other in Europe...Paul Pino and Mike Boucher
..live off of McDonalds, Subway, and sour cream & onion
chips...Marisa Martire
..be accused of stealing books from the library...Valerie Cyr
..break out into the Chicken Darve;.,.Steve Mazza
...shave off his eyebrows.. Joe Puhekker
..own and operate a car w;ish operation. I nn Pope
...wear tighty-whities...Stefanie LaFond
..become the CEO of McDonalds...Marisa Martire
..stop over to get some ass...Kevin Kuzia
..murder her housemates by burning down the house... Jenn
Wingard
..be arrested for animal cruelty (rabbits, to be specific)...Marisa
Martire
..become a stalker.. Joe Puhekker
..torment defenseless housepets...Jennifer Formica
..buy her roommate a red sweater...Marisa Martire
..know who E. Gerald Corrigan is...Mike Boucher
..stick a hanger in a VCR...Jenn Wingard
..still be talking about a test six weeks after she's taken
it...Jennifer Formica
..become a Playboy photographer...Lori Pope
..be recruited by the New York City Ballet...Marisa Martire
..become a dental hygienist (she's a whiz with floss)...Stefanie
LaFond
..never be mad...Jennifer Formica
..die in her sleep from nail polish fumes...Lori Pope
..fall apart without her ftlofax..Jenn Wingard
..hold conversations with inanimate objects...Jennifer Formica
..own every CD ever recorded...Lori-Pope
..be seen on a cheesy soap opera...Stefanie LaFond

The Fairfield Mirror

"If fate should hold
that after tomorrow
we should never
meet again, my
grandchildren will
still know you each
by name-because
true friendship is
stronger than
a lifetime."
-Touch of Grey'94

Best of
friends kno
In their
hearts that
there is
JNo word
'(joodbye'-Only 'later..
-Toolboys '94

"Through
it all we've
been there
for each
other...and
this is only
the beginning."
-The Last
Resort '94
Beth
Abbie
Monica
Trish
Chris
Chrissy

Clam Jam '92 : Jen, Bri, Kerry, Dre
Grogs, Patti, Neil, Christina, Pat
.. fioafifiri3
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Senior Edition

The Fairfield Mirror

Friendships that were made in an instant,
will last a lifetime.

Bridget & Trish

JC & MO'D

Jessie, Jen & Patty

Dana & Lisa

p
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Ellen & Lyni
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Most likely to...

..still be using the word "nutty" 20 years from now...Marisa
Martire
..show up for class an hour early.. Jenn Wingard
..be mistaken for Olivia Newton-John...Marisa Martire
..be President (and lone member) of the Michael Jackson fan
club...Kathy Murphy
..burn the house down...Jennifer Wingard
..become a world-class chef...Marisa Martire
..write a book of cliches...Jennifer Formica
..be found moonlighting as a backup singer.. .Kathy Murphy
..publish a compilation of her favorite lines from songs and
movies...Kathy Murphy
..build the first public shrine to Kevin Costner...Kathy Murphy
..own the biggest car ever made...Clem Johnson
..perfect the Michael Jackson toe stand...Kathy Murphy
..manufacture her own Notre Dame merchandise...Marisa
Martire
..star in the revival of the Sound of Music. ..Stefanie LaFond
..marry George from the Sound of Music... Jennifer Wingard
..not be seen on campus...Brian Flood
..be extremely loud...Christine DeBella, Marlie Lavatori, and
Sylvana Cicchini
..abbreviate...Steph Corban
..sustain an eye injury...John Lovelett
..overdose on 99 cent whoppers...Brian Fitzgerald
..become a sleazy lounge singer...Brian Harniman
..live on a ranch with animals in Nebraska with Mike 11....Dana
Fulton
..be an animal and insect rights activist...Dana Fulton
..be a sports commentator...Dana Fulton
..be the next Mr. (Mrs.) Rogers...Dana Fulton
..lose a "SPELING BE" contest...Geraldine Joseph
..think she knows everything...Geraldine Joseph
..talk in syllables...Geraldine Joseph
..quit the nursing profession to become a Bobby Brown
dancer...Sheryl Brown
..bump and grind...Sheryl Brown
..diagnose herself with congestive heart failure at the most
inappropriate times...Sheryl Brown
..think that she's dying of some disease...Sheryl Brown
..mumble his way to success...Dean Davis
..become a philosopher...Dean Davis
..own a Gap store...Eric Araya
..marry a tall, built guy...Ursula Pisani
..be a film producer and director...Ursula Pisani
..be the next Mother Theresa.. Kath Madden
..define a cheetah as a Ninja...Geraldine Joseph
..become a country music singer...Kirsten Fitzgerald
..get pregnant from sitting on a public toilet seat...Kirsten
Fitzgerald
..have a conversation with another person...Arnold Figueras
..join "Mumbler's Anonymous"...Dean Davis
..marry a guy ten years older than herself...Geraldine Joseph
..marry a guy ten years younger than herself...Sheryl Brown
..sell her hair to hair weave company...Soraya Bilbao
..lose her balance because her hair weighs so much...Soraya
Bilbao
..have children named CHRIStopher, CHRIStian, CHRIStine, and
CHRIStina...Marvin Salazer
..have a mug shot with a cheesy grin on his face...Craig Martin
..start the Nation of Johnnie Jones...Johnnie Jones
..be the first black president of the United States...Johnnie Jones
..be Mr. Black America...Craig Martin
..be a Benetton model...Eric Araya
..be a GQ model...Craig Martin
..be the first graduate to eat an eggrolL.Jill Grenier
..be married with four children all the while denying making any
decision...Steph Amoroso
..own her own phone company and major stock in caramel rice
cakes with mustard, cream cheese, and tomatoes on top...Jen Graf
..be hospitalized from eye fixation related to constant TV
watching...Denise Thayer
..break her body while performing a minor athletic sport...Denise
Thayer
..lose a bet to outdrink a female at 8 in the morning before driving
to NYC to watch the Yankees beat the Red Sox...Brian Keegan
..tell ten girls he loves them while standing with his arm around
his girlfriend, as well as most likely to put his hookups to
sleep.. Jonpaul Mondazzi
..own all Gold's Gym attire and to sing German drinking songs
while wearing these wonderful clothes...Richard Oeckler
..wear flannel to his own wedding never having to comb his
hair...Sean Broderick
..find her wedding dress on sale with an extra coupon...Jill
Grenier
..be diagnosed as a manic depressive on a Sunday night...Michelle
Sparaco

..be hermit roommates for the rest of their lives...Eve Leonard
and Susanna Chick

Shannon & Sue

v--

/
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Senior Edition
The
Girls'

Most likely to...
..be hanging out with the class of '93...Diann Caucis and Amy
Golec
..give you an evil look...Diann Caucis
..be doing mind-erasers at the Grape...Kerri Fitzgerald
..be drinking beer from a peanut jar...Jim Slevin
..fall off a chair-lift..Diann Caucis
..be at the Immediate Medical Center for a sports injury...Jen
Rogan
..get sick...Jeanine Signorelli
..be doing the "house" dance...Matt Gutauskas
..tie someone up with jeans...Steve Burke
..have a frozen keg...TH 44
..be watching Channel 57...TH 126
..moon her housemates...Jeanine Signoreili
..be babysitting or working...Diann Caucis
..ditch 400 nights and attend 30 nights instead...Diann Caucis and
Amy Golec
..buckle-up her teddy bear...Jeanine Signorelli
..wake you up at 2:30 in the morning...Scott Defllio
..be clueless...Dave Lynch
..draw disproportionate nude women...Scott McCaffrey
..ask you how much a 38D weighs..TH 126
..pass out on your couch...Tom Donnelly
..be referred to as "the roommates"...Diann Caucis and Amy
Golec
..be invited to a bonfire in the hotel lobby...Diann Caucis and
Amy Golec
..bug you for $10...Val Sisko
..bear strap marks...Maureen Snell
..drive the getaway car...Suzanne Peterman
..moonlight as a smooth talking male escort...JP Mondazzi
..have a juicy man story...Maureen Snell
..sacrifice her nursing career to be a leg model...Laurie Guimont
..pick up babes on his bike...T. Caes
..surface for his morning coffee at 2 pm...Tom Nunn
..have his diploma read to him...Matt Bruce
..marry his parents...Jack Greer
..get married in a plaid tuxedo.. Jim Doody
..pop a blood vessel...Joe Cicerone
..get lost in his own backyard...Matt Bruce
..die alone and insane watching movies in his underwear...Gene
Johnson
..need a group breast reduction...Indecision
..live together like Laverne and Shirley...Sue Murphy and Nancy
Baldwin
..move to Utah and become a bigamist...John Scroope
..die $80 million in debt...Joe Cicerone
..be involved in a political sex scandal...John Scroope
..disappear to a tropical island forever...Jack Greer
..own his own porn shop...Matt Bruce
..propose to a blow up doll and get turned down...Gene Johnson
..have three people over and call it a party...Indecision
..be hired by Disney as their live Aladdin...Showky
..become a shepherd...Rover
..live in sin with Finn...Rover
..have a passionate love affair during senior week...Maureen
Murphy
..write Hallmark cards...John Scroope
..rob his sleeping grandmother... Andrew Ai giiyrro
..live together forever...Touch of Grey
..be arrested for indecent exposure...Matt Bruce and Jack Greer
..die of smoke inhalation in his own room...Brian Martin
..sleep through graduation...Brian Martin
..scream his own name during sex...Matt Bruce
..carry a picture of Touch of Grey in her wallet...Liz Burba
..hit a nun for looking at him the wrong way...Joe Cicerone
..be engaged to two women at once...John Scroope
..hijack a bus full of girl scouts...Jack Greer
..cancel her wedding due to a chipped fingernail...Kerry Braddick
..have many beers on her lunch hour...Kristen Lombard
..be mistaken for Kramer...Matt Foley
..get married with a Boston College hat on...Brian Flood
..have a movie shown on his back...Greg Niss
..kiss the most guys in one night...Aileen Laurie
..be the stupidest guy someone knows...Dan Stepkowski
..be seen at Mr. Keane's slumber party...Andy Tennant
..have a nerd twin...Brian Flood
..eat Raman...Scott Urns
..have gum on his inner thigh...Brian Sullivan
..be eating wings...Nicole Fantoni and Cecilia Burns
..run away with Mike O'DonnelL.Dan Kelly
..show the boyz...Matt Foley and Greg Niss
..be found in 9B...Matt Foley, Greg Niss, Tom Peterson, Steve
Loughman, and Brian Flood
..have a tasty kitty...Nicole Fantoni
..hook up with Seiler's employees...Matt Foley and Andy
Tennant
..kiss your butt...Mike McCormack
..go to the bathroom in their pants...John Lovelett & Emily Swart
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Jen
Tara
Christine
Susan
Gabby
Karen
(Lisa)
Deirdre

Sue
Nancy
Kim
Patrice
Liz
Cate
Karen
Kim
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Tara
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Most likely to...

Karen "Garth" Schroeder &
Laurie "Wayne" Connors
above:
Emily Swart
Tara Cahill
Kenny Nippes
left:
Karen Zaluski
Julie Defilippo
Eve Leonard

They're off to see
the Wizard:
Lori Pope
Meg Flynn
Jenn Wingard
Jen Formica
Kathy Murphy
Marisa Martire

..sing Christmas carols 365 days a year...Maureen Leary
..be heard talking to someone halfway across the world...Jen Moll
..pick up her "lawndry"...Jen Moll
..feel sluggish...Aileen Laurie
..be mistaken for Steve Loughman...Emily Swart
..respond to "Noonie"...Dan Noonan
..say "I'm cute"...Lynn Farricelli
..be at the Naut writing superlatives the day before they're
due...Norm Peterson, Andy Tennant, Nikki Fantoni, and
Cecilia Burns
..be called by first and last name...James Cafferty
..be neatly pressed...James Cafferty
..be the "gee I wish she graduated last year award"...Andrea
Porto
..be the most annoying at parties...Nicole Fantoni
..mud wrestle...Greg Niss and Nicole Fantoni
..work at Sierra Sun...Mike O'Sullivan
..save the world...Emily Swart
..injure herself...Nicole Fantoni
..be a sergeant on the Chi town police force...Mike O'Donnell
..never give anyone free beer...Cecilia Burns
..never get mad...Cecilia Burns
..meet MO'D's parents and be in heaven...Cecilia Burns
..mix the most horrendous vodka drink...Aileen Laurie
..keep Phillip Morris in business... Mike O'Donnell
..be a 10th year senior...Dan "Buca" Camaro
..be a hog slave...Emily Swart
..say "I can fix that"...Matt Wendorff
..fart while picking up a girl...Jeff Stefanowicz
..puke after Eli's...Lynn Farricelli
..flip Ken Nippes over a keg...Mike O'Donnell
..give someone a beer with a "tie on it"...Cecilia Burns
..be straight, not narrow...Emily Swart
..know two deaners...Tara Cahill
..have best sugar daddy...Tara Cahill
..have a hole in the ozone layer over his house...Jeff Mosca .
..lock his door...Steve Minnick
..be mistaken for a couch...Jim Slevin
..be seen on a desk...Harry Bond
..kill Matt Lusignan...Harry Bond
..write on Harry Bond...Maureen Leary
..piss off Wendorff...Brian Harniman
..be pissed off...Brian Sullivan
..go to the Grape with her bookbag...Cecilia Burns
..grub cigarettes...Eric Manahan and Steve Loughman
..marry Mike O'Donnell...Dan Kelly
..live in the seventies...Heather Crump
..know "the Hustle"...Steph Corban
..be the biggest fan of the juniors...Nikki Fantoni
..marry Tarzan...Nikki Fantoni
..don a mantle with soiled undergarments...John Lovelett
..order a pizza with extra ketchup, mayo and mustard...Norm
Peterson
..own 36 Burger Kings by age 22...Brian Fitzgerald
..pit and re-pit...Artie Burns
..tour with Screaming Viking...Andy Hayes
..have the windows down in the dead of winter...Christine
DeBella
..be a porn star...John Collins
.."sit"...Steve Loughman
..hook up with siblings...Adam DiNicola and PJ Murray
..order the Flyer...Burns, Flood, Fantoni and Lovelett
..share...Brian Sullivan
..be drunk off two beers...Brian Sullivan
..go to school together forever...Jamey Capello and Dan Noonan
..pass out by the water fountain...Krinn Coville
..never get sick from drinking...Krinn Coville
..be with Artie...Krinn Coville
..hook up with someone named Gordon or Alphonsus...Belinda
Schwart
..throw shoes when mad...Belinda Schwart
..melt when called "sweetheart"...Patti Sullivan
..have something to do...Patti Sullivan
..be wearing your clothes...Patti Sullivan
..have the only landlord visit New Year's Day...The Sandbar
..break your vacuum...The Sandbar
..have the cleanest house after a party...The Sandbar
..have overnight guests...The Sandbar
..serve their country...The Sandbar
..be president of the Nature Boy Club...Kevin Robinson
..found at the Grape...Chris Voytek
..blow Spring Break money on a dog...Brian Kinney
..puke in his shoes...Joe Puhekker
..hold a meeting at a party...Mike McCormack
..describe everything as a good time...Mike McCormack
..be a skirt...Sean Hester
..take a nice Polaroid picture...Sean Hester
..have a poster made of him and every girl he danced with in the
Bahamas...Sean Hester
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..steal the champagne bottle off the head table...Eileen Flynn
..say "it's my favorite"...Heather O'Connor
..bring breakfast in bed...Ken Nippes and Rich Peireria
..be double trouble...Heather Brown and Ann Macdonald
..get lost on her way home from the beach...Laura Deucher
..slither on the floor...Heather Brown
..go to 94 nights alone...Laura Deucher and Ann Macdonald
..get their money's worth at 94 nights...Laura Deucher and Ann
Macdonald
..drive 500 miles for a wedding where they didn't know the bride
and groom...Eileen Flynn, Ann Macdonald, and Kristina
Howard
..do Wild Turkey shots with the bride...Eileen Flynn, Ann
Macdonald and Kristina Howard
..get mail every day from b-friend...Ellen Hanley
..be wearing an area sling...Dave Belcher
..eat chicken cutlets and pasta for dinner...Marybeth Jodice
..have basement be condemned...TH 114
..master beer can pyramid building...Mark, Dave, Jeff and Rob
..use the word "whore" affectionately...TH 124
..never sit still...Ellen Hanley
..get flowers from her man for no apparent reason...Ellen Hanley
..be scarred for life from Bacardi 151 ...Deirdre Little
..say Mmmm Hmmmm...Frances Brooks
..be called Frances...Marybeth Jodice
..give friends vulgar nicknames...TH 124
..win money...Lisa Huck
..act like a soap, opera couple...Jeff and Deirdre
..to be a paid lawyer.. Johnnie Jones
..do a little somethin' somethin'...Johnnie Jones
..to be like Mike (23)...Craig Martin
..to DS (and maybe WS)...Maria Rios
..start a story and never end it...Geraldine Joseph
..get louder and louder and push you out of the way...Geraldine
Joseph
..have twins...Betty Beauvois
..have a merry Christmas...Marvin Salisar
..cause an eclipse with her hair...Soraya Bilbao
..need a weave...Soraya Bilbao
..get a manicure...Harold "Dean" Davis
..be late...Harold "Dean" Davis
..be a comedian...Robert Pisaniello
..win an Oscar...Ursula Pisani
..open a chain of clothing stores...Eric Araya
..move to Nevis and add an "e" to her name...Sheryl Brown
,.be a soul train dancer...Sheryl Brown
..know "there ain't nothin' wrong with a little B & G"...Sheryl
Brown
..sleep through a class...Harold "Dean" Davis
..act, direct and produce...Ursula Pisani
..own her own production company...Ursula Pisani
..wear Birkenstocks with a suit...Dave Califano
..be an aerobics instructor...Bea Annexy
..say "hold up on that carwash gentlemen"...Paul Pino
..blow up a chemistry lab...Cheryl Schultz
..put herself on a pedestal...Deb Trerice
..find anything phallic..Heather O'Connor
..run a 900 sex line...Heather O'Connor
..lacerate her friend's toe at a dance...Heather O'Connor
..hit her head...Meg Armata
..find a roommate with the same name...Heather Brown
..hit her neighbor so hard he's airborne...Heather Brown
..have her name mispronounced...Deirdre Little
..have people make fun of her Laugh...Lyn Campanella
..dance to Meatloaf in the Regis I bathroom...Meg Flynn
..still be drunk the morning after...Ellen Hanley
..make drunken brownies...Marybeth Jodice
..steal toilet paper from a bowling alley...Lyn Campanella and
Ellen Hanley
..dress up in a clown costume for no apparent reason...Kelly
McLaughlin
..become the next psychologist on sex phones...Jeff Igoe
..con her housemates into getting ice cream...Rebecca Heid
..start out at Cinzano's and wind up at Friendly's...Deirdre Little
and Ellen Hanley
..be in the cheers column every week...TH 124
..be jealous of this fact...TH 114
..call his friends healthy...PJ DeFilippo
..get dropped doing a keg stand...Deirdre Little
..drop their friend while doing a keg stand...Marybeth Jodice and
Ellen Hanley
..be found wandering the library looking for someone to talk
to...Laura Northup
..know the phone number and address of everyone in the
Stag...Mario Perciballi
..never see the inside of a government building...the DC
Strugglers
..see two monuments in DC..Heather O'Connor
..become a Chippendale dancer...Pete DeFilippo

Jen Abate &
Katherine Hagan

Cate
Laurie
Maureen
Noelle
Val
Jill
Suzanne

Bahamas Bingo
Gang:
Sean Hester
Mike McCormack
Mike O'Donnell
Kevin Robinson
Kenny Nippes
John Collins
Rich Pereira
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ToTH
156 aka
(134):
Thanks
for the
late
nights..
. .good
luck!
We'll miss
you! Love,
Nicole &
Kelly

194 Nights:
Edith
Dana
Joanna
Kirstin
Suzy
Eric
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..have to leave her shoes in CT because she packed too
much...Deirdre Little
..leave their friends out in the rain and go into a bar for
shots...Dave Belcher and Ellen Hanley
..trip while walking down the aisle on her wedding day...Heather
Brown
..miss graduation because she's still getting ready...Deirdre Little
..be arrested for molesting Vladimir Molichof...Kelly
McLaughlin
..say "if anything should happen to any of you I want you know
that I love you"...the DC Strugglers
..meet someone from Medford on an airplane...Marybeth Jodice
..have a suitcase damaged...Meg Arniata
..be hit on by KOs...D, MB, M and E
..claim she has a reservation at a restaurant when she
doesn't...Deirdre Little
..have a heart attack from meeting Mickey Mouse...Lyn
Campanella
..go to school together forever...Dave Belcher and Lyn
Campanella
..be seen visiting Kelly MacMahon at the Vatican next yr...Sean
Hester
..have graphic drawings on her birthday cake...Marybeth Jodice
..bum a cig...Marybeth Jodice
..eat chicken on Wednesdays...Ellen Hanley and Lyn
Campanella
..still be "just friends"...Dave Belcher and Deirdre Little
..adopt a stray cat...Kelly McLaughlin
..kill her for it...the rest of TH 124
..assault people with a water gun...Brian Miller
..attack TH 124 with snowballs...Brian Miller
..think he's having a shot of whiskey on his birthday, and it's
really iced tea...Rob Malley
..lust after Neil Diamond for the rest of her life...Marybeth Jodice
..force 6 people into her 2 bed dorm room in DC...Ellen Hanley
..stalk Billy Joel now that he's getting divorced. Kelly McLaughlin
..not get served...Lyn Campanella
..be told his real ID is fake...Dave Belcher
..be newest Mouseketeer...Lyn Campanella
..believe anything you tell her...Marybeth Jodice
..become a driver's ed teacher...Marybeth Jodice
..have a brother named F-Y-L...Deirdre Little
..get phone messages from the Phil Mc's...Marybeth Jodice
..make a fortune off of "Granny's quotes"...Ellen Hanley
..steal a phone book from 'brary...Ellen Hanley
..play Schneider in the new One Day at a Time...Joe Machado
..kiss a priest...Kelly McLaughlin
..break every bone in her body...Jen Rogan
..get thrown out of 594...Deirdre Little and Ellen Hanley
..have an experience in a closet...Meg Armata
..be passed out while roomie's hookin'...Rebecca Heid
..to give Joan Rivers gossip...Deirdre Little and Rebecca Heid
..continue making up silly college catch words...Deirdre Little
..be found shopping...Rebecca Heid and Meg Armata
..moon her friends...Marybeth Jodice
..know a perverted joke...Tom Knox
..show up at TH 124 on a Wednesday night...Tom Knox
..get hit by Rusty Wallace...Tom Gelston
..change name to Tom Pelston...Tom Gelston
..get married in Disneyland...Coleen Campbell
..get acosted by the underwear theif...Chris Folchi
..write a book of cheesy pick up lines...Meg Flynn and PJ DeF.
..have a wild passionate affair with a weatherman...Marybeth
Jodice
..become next president of Hair Club for Men...Dave Belcher
..wear nude nylons...Deirdre Little and Rebecca Heid
..be found in the Mirror office at all hours...Lyn Campanella and
Chris Folchi
..to lift her arm and ask "what's this"...Deirdre Little
..marry a 'nese...Marybeth Jodice
..quit the Gap after 26 hours of work...Jeff Igoe
..be a repeat contestant on Studs...Frank Longobardi
..get drunk after spending only $3...Meg Armata
..know all the words to Meatloaf's, "2 out 3..." and sign them in
the Regis 1 bathroom...Meg Flynn
.. quote, "Use your eyes in everything you do..."...Erika Sullivan
..work at Walden Books part-time for the rest of her life...Dawn
Esposito
..get caught smoking and then deny it...Ray Phelan
..drive off into the sunset on a garbage truck with the man of her
dreams...Steph Amoroso
..B.S. his way into the Oval Office as President of the United
States...Pablo Colon
..get a girl excited on the dance floor...Harry Bond
..say, "It's not in the size, but in the motion."...Nick Argiriou
..be limp...Pablo Colon
..give his waitress a good tip...Frank Longobardi
..marry Mickey Mouse...Lyn Campanella
..influence a fellow graduate to cut class and go to
.lunch...AnnMarie Cody
.
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Ann Marie
Sweeney

Kindergarten Wisdom
"Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate school
mountain, but there in the pile at Sunday school:
Share everything.
Play fair.
Don't hit people.
Put things back where you found them.
Clean up your own mess.
Don't take things that aren't yours.
Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody.
Wash your hands before you eat.
Flush.
Warm cookies and cold milk are good for you.
Live a balanced life - learn some, & think some, &
draw & paint & sing & dance & play & work every day some.
Take a nap every afternoon.
When you go out into the world, watch out for traffic,
hold hands and stick together.
Be aware of wonder.
Remember the little seed in the styrofoam cup: the
roots go down and the plant goes up and nobody really knows
how or why but we are all like that.
Goldfish and hamsters and white mice and even the
little seed in the styrofoam cup they all die. And so do we.
And remember the Dick and Jane books and first work
you learned—the biggest word of all LOOK.
Everything you need to know is in there somewhere.
The golden rule and love and the basic sanitation, ecology and
politics and quality and sane living.
Take any one of those items and extrapolate it into
sophisticated adult terms and apply it to your family life or your
work or your government or your world and it holds true and
clear and firm. Think what a better world it would be if we all—
the whole world had cookies and milk about three o'clock every
afternoon and then laid down with our blankies for a nap. Or if
all governments had as a basic policy to always put things back
v/here they found them and to clean up their own mess. And it
is still true, no matter how old you are—when you go out into
the world, it is best to hold hands and stick together."
—Robert Fulgham

The Fairfield Mirror
Editor-in-Chief Christine Folchi

Goodbye Editors!! You were the
best staff anyone could ask for. I'm
going to miss you.
News Editor Jennifer Luongo
Sports Editor Brian Keegan
Features Editor Lyn Campanella
Commentary Editor Jennifer Edwards
Asst. Commentary Editor Lou Spadaccini
Accountant Andrew Hayes
Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor, Fairfield University.
Mailing Address: Box AA, North Benson Road, Fairfield University,
Fairfield, CT 06430. Telephone: (203) 254-4000 ext. 2533. Fax: (203)
254-4000 ext. 2534.
All rights reserved. Copyright 1994 by The Fairfield Mirror, Inc. ^

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a .face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
grammatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and
other submissions must be typewritten and received by
6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all
submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision, is final.. , „ ,
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Bahamas '94:
Krissy
Karen
Emily
Eileen
Bridget
Michelle
Adrian

right: TH 144
Kristin, Peggy, Cathy,
Marianne, Maureen & Lisa

above:
Brian Stack
Joe Tain
Brian Kinney
Dina Burns
Brian Martin
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Most likely to...

..drive around campus chasing a helicopter - only for an incoming
freshman...Jen Graf, AnnMarie Cody, Kelly McLaughlin
..get screwed by Fairfield University...Class of 1994
..get lost in their own room...Jen Graf and Steph Amoroso
..be the next judge on "The People's Court"...Sean Broderick
..have her name spelled incorrectly...Jenn Piekarski
..have boyfriends that don't go to Fairfield...TH 112
..break into the Dean's Officc.Dolan 2 boys 1990-1991
..say, "What should I do with my hair?"...Michelle Sparaco
..be given an "incomplete" form by his wife...Pablo Colon
..play Jesus Christ in an upcoming movie...Chris Orsine
..decorate her house with Pooh collectables...Jen Graf
..have balls in the freezer...Denise Thayer
..have a smaller butt than his girlfriend...Nick Argiriou
..run around naked, covered in shaving cream...Frank
Longobardi
..have 2 dates for his wedding...JP Mondazzi
..get a surprise visitor...Jenn Piekarski
..go to McDonalds at any hour...Ray Phelan
..break every bone in her body before she dies...Jen Rogan
..procrastinate and have his girlfriend never let him forget
it...Chris Westrick
..skip Lit class...Jeiinine Signnrelli
..eat the most "interesting" tood combinations...Jen Graf
..marry only for money...Steph Amoroso
..have a smile on her face...Dawn Esposito
..have free time ONLY between 2 and 4 am...Amy Zenkert
..keep the Disney store in business...Jen Graf and Lyn
Campanella
..point out that someone's sweater is inside out...Dawn Esposito
..refer to people only by their last name...Ken Nippes
..always have somewhere to run to (and then be late)...Lyn
Campanella
..eat birthday cake straight from the pan...Kelly McLoughlin,
AnnMarie Cody and Ellen Hanley
..wear sexy purple eyeliner...Deirdre Little
..shop as often as possible...Meg Armata
..drive her Dolan friend anywhere she needs to go (thank
you!)...Heather Brown
..know all the best places to go dress shopping...Heather
O'Connor
..never be able to convince the coach to let her dive again...Erika
Sullivan
..be there when you need her...Jenn "Piekahski"
..be found on duty eating chips and salsa while playing "Spit on
Alice"...Jeff Igoe
..wait forever to hear from law schools...Dave Belcher
..have homeless hippies in their lounge...Dawn Esposito and
Jenn Piekarski
..travel Georgia together. Tricin Dawson and Meg Flynn
..have the longest lasting 21st birthday...Dawn Esposito, Jenn
Piekarski and Lyn Campanella
..dress up like the Mad Hatter...Frank Longobardi
..go to the TH 114 naut dressed like tough girls...TH 124
..visit Dolan 4 to watch Seinfeld...Kilian Murphy
..play minor league baseball as a career...Frank Gumbo
..work as a closet maker...Kilian Murphy
..wear days of the week underwear...Lyn Campanella
..kill someone for making fun of a South Carolina accent...Lori
Pope
..go to her grave believing Michael Jackson is innocent...Kathy
Murphy
..be in a nursing home and still be voted "nice hair, nice lips,
etc."...Kerry McBride
..break every fire code by covering all her wall space with
quotes...Dawn Esposito
..play head games with guys...Elyse Anderson
..not wash his sheets all year...Breo Vasquez
..leave a party for ice cream...Lori Dipaolo
..melt a block of ice...Alison Petix
..think he is God's gift to women...John Moran
..engage in phone sex...Jay Fong
..be roommates hooking with roommates at the same time in the
same room...Breo Vasquez and John Moran
..have 200 people in their house and not a single wristband...TH
18
..have a coronary by age 30...Frank Longobardi
..marry a minority...Marisa Martire
..say, 'We love it"...TH 58
..wear the same loud pants five day in a row...Breo Vasquez
..be Short Round's father...Kevin Jones
..be complaining about something...Alison Petix
..wear butterfly collars and polyester pants...Breo Vasquez
..be low man forever...Troy Pinto
..be found crocked after drinking Captain Morgan's...Kristin
Raffone
..date a high school girl...Chris Westrick
..date half the girls on the Karate Team...Breo Vasquez
..be known as-the meat market...TH 18
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..date a girl with a mustache...John Moran
..hook-up with a Senior Citizen...Jay Fong
..get hit by a bulletin board at Earth Day...Jen Hack
and Patty Morales
..relieve himself in the back of a Nappa truck...Sean
Kent
..try to take on 20 people...Chris Westrick
..have to save Chris Westrick's butt...Sean Kent and
Breo Vasquez
..have 100 kegs in a year...TH 18
..be interested in the weather...Lori Dipaolo
..not take a shower before a date...Breo Vasquez
..be involved in a Fatal Attraction...JP Mondazzi
..say, "Think about it."...TH 58
..be killed on black ice...Pablo Colon
..be heard saying, T have to go to a meeting.'...Jessie
Samoulis
..kiss a girl who has a boyfriend...Nick Argiriou
..become a Channel 7 weather man.. Jonpaul
Mondazzi
..sleep with the owner's wife...Pablo Colon
..order out when dinner is waiting at home...Frank
Longobardi
..punch in...Sean Hester
..be found sleeping...Steve Minnick
..be found reading Time magazine...Andy Hayes
..be found eating...Laura Galbraith
..star in a movie called 'Cousins'...Jeff Mosca
..be found playing WalleybalL.Gary Ramoso
..own the video series of "Cheers" reruns...The guys
of the Smoking Bishop
..retire, move to Ft. Lauderdale and drink Zima all
day long...Jen Hack, Patty Morales and Cynthia
Nass
..bunt at a slow-pitch softball game...Breo Vasquez
..be the next Julia Child...Nick Argiriou
..stick his head up another guy's butt...Pablo Colon s
..become lawyers and marry accountants...Patty
Morales and Jen Hack
..giggle when proposed to...Jen Graf
..work at a radio station - as a custodian...Pablo
Colon
..hook-up with a girl in high school...JP Mondazzi
..get her driver's license revoked.. Jen Hack
..go home with a foreigner...Nick Argiriou
..give J.C. neck problems...Jen Hack
..drink at the Sandtrap and miss graduation...Jaime
Vincenzio
..smell like Al Bundy...Mike McCormack
..burn it...Mike O'Donnell
..let Hack drive his car...Sean Hester
..keep his window open waiting for the right
opportunity...Mike O'Donnell
..be assaulted by her closest friends on her
birthday...Megan Heaney
..fall down the wall... Jodie Pryor
..have a champagne party in the bathroom...Patrice
Saracco and Randy Rubino
..hook-up with a laundry bag while singing, 'Scenes
from an Italian Restaurant'...Karen Schroeder
..play with pasta...Marianne Monti
..be a Disney tour leader.. Kulherine Hagan
..fake-bake...Laura Northup
..have a personal relationship with her hairdressei ...Laura
Northup
..take notes in class while sleeping...Deirdre Keane
..search for chalk monsters...Deirdre Keane and Chris
Folchi
..take a yearly trip to the hospital...Mike O'Donnell
..panic when without a girlfriend...Sean Kent
..sing in the shower...Beth Greiner
..want to share the butter...Abbie Tidd
..label every item in their refrigerator...TH 124
..want to go bowling on Wednesday nights, and then
change his mind...Tom Knox
..never know where they stand in their relationships...The
Last Resort
..dress up like fat animals for Halloween...Jen Hack,
Chris Folchi, Patty Morales, & Jessie Samoulis
..make up "most likely to's..." at 4 am in order to fill up
space so we can go home...Lyn Campanella and
Christine Folchi
..drive recklessly on a motorcycle...Tanggol Caos
..return as an RA for the last 3 weeks of school...Matt
Dallahan
..flirt with every female member of the Mirror staff
before he got a girlfriend...Brian Keegan
..forward obscene e-mail messages...Jen Oneglia
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..be the best 1993 Dogwoods date...Marianne Monti
..be sarcastic..Peg Oliveira
..call 911 for their own domestic disturbance...the
Girl's Duplex
..teach Driver's Ed classes...Susan Mahoney
..headline at the Metropolitan Opera...Jennifer Bacik
..stop, drop and roll...Deirdre Keane
..plant her own apple orchard...Gaby D'Agostino
..replace Marlon Perkins on 'Wild World of
Animals'...Tara Lydon
..join a nudist colony...Karen Nisbet
..have flames painted down the side of her
car...Deirdre Keane
..work for Mack trucks...Christine Dobberpuhl
..battle over a bar tender...Christine Dobberpuhl
..have a dead body under her bed...Susan Mahoney
..get her papers done on time...Karen Nisbet
..date someone with prothstetic body parts...Deirdre
Keane
..shimmy with the wrong half...Paul Sullivan
..lover her friends...Jen Bacik
„play a mean game of Beirut...Christine Dobberpuhl
..go "diving"...Bob Kelly
..wear sweatpants...Joe Zambrano
..ask strangers to take her picture.. Jen Bacik
..own her own "palm" tree...Karen Nisbet
..be scraped off the pavement by Security...Christine
Dobberpuhl
..have Barry Manilow sing at her wedding.. Jen Bacik
..date Lionel Richie...Christine Dobberpuhl
..bring home Racki after graduation...Tara Lydon
..to be sought out by people looking to get into
"Around Campus'...Chris Folchi
..make fun of her friends' accents..Jenn Piekarski
..go out to dinner and only order a salad.. Jen Graf
..to go to a diving conference at West Point and
remember the gorgeous men more than anything
elsc.Erika Sullivan
..to get struck by lightning.. JP Mondazzi and Pablo
Colon
..be missed...Claudia Azpeitia
..have a 7th housemate that loves them bunches...TH
124

..host incredible barbecues... TH 132
..get O.Z. to do the dishes, clean the house. etc....TH
114
..go out for yogurt with Lyn after her diving
practices...Heather LeRoy
..share their room with a friend in need...Denise
Thayer and Claudia Azpeitia
..talk about anything and everything- but mostly
boys...Chris Folchi and Lyn Campanella
..overdose on Cheapies...the Mirror staff
..make a career out of "Around Campus'...Christine
Folchi
..own her own salad dressing company..Jen Graf
..wear a striped shirt...Nick Argiriou
..be babysitting...Ann Marie Cody
..hook-up in the basement...TH 112
..enjoy self-stimulation in the living room...Estelle
..be killed by an angry Italian father...Pablo Colon
..hook-up with 3 out 4 members of one house...Steph
Amoroso
..have his bed messed up by the girls next door...Tom
Gelston
j/.u
..be served with a pre-nuptual agreement...Steph
Amoroso
..wear anyone's clothing but her own...Laurie
Connors
..have a credit union chase her down the
street...Christine Morgan
..be a professional intern..Jaime Vincenzio
..kill or be killed by the age of 30...Mike O'Donnell
..save Ecuador...Mike McCormack
..be in a Polaroid picture...Sean Hester
..play Beirut at his wedding...Steve Rovinelli
..like summer...Rich Pereira
..have a son born with hair on his chest...Ryan
Finnegan
..never have a clue.. Jaime Vincenzio
..be found on Paradise Island...Colleen Lever
..stare. Jan Evora
..serve their country...Patti Sullivan and Belinda
Schwart
..wear new pants..Sean Hester
..steal anything from the Toolbox...the Lobster Trap
..be on the Southern Comfort Board of
Directors...Kevin Robinson
..line the field at Fenway Park...Brian Keegan
..have a phantom intramural team...Travis Bassi
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Most likely to...
.. find God on the concrete...Jodie Pryor
..be a Macaroni and Cheese connoisseur...Lori
McCarthy
..be carried home from the townhouses...Dolores
Martinez
..never come to grips with the "p"-word...Jodie Pryor
..be mistaken for t&a...Christine Morgan and Megan
Heaney
..be serenaded on the answering machine...Jen
Luongo
..corner you at a party with a stupid joke...Brian
Concannon

..have sexually active teddy bears...Karen Schroeder
.."not remember"..Christine Morgan
..wear lipstick all over his body...Nick Argiriou
..be an experiment...Pablo Colon
..be the Beirut Master...Sean Kent
..be the Quinito Master...Breo Vasquez
..ramble on and on...Roger Gatto
..go out because Jen Rogan and Lyn Campanella
convinced him to...Chris Frt ier
..know the best and the worst pickup limes...Breo
Vasquez
..say, "Last night was a mistake."...Mike
McCormack

..move into the Grape after graduation...Chris Voytek
..buy out Clinique...Jodie Pryor
..apply for a credit card just for the first-time
discount...Lori McCarthy
..have random people throw up in their
house...Aquaduct '92-93
..give her date drunken directions...Michele Imperia
..forget she called an NFL siar...Jen Luongo
..do a Sinatra kickline in their living room... i he

Hightide
..try on her landlord's old clothing...Dolores
Martinez

..lock her keys in her car...Christine Morgan
..fall down the stairs on '94 nights...Lori McCarthy
..go to an Alumni party and get hit on by a mailman
named Herman...Katherine Hagan
..get a job as a sound effects director...Megan Heaney
..confuse elbows and body parts...Donna Delpo
..pass out in her car...Tara Coleman
..change her outfit three times in one day...Lori
McCarthy

..announce that she's loaded...Michele Imperia
..miss nightfall...Laurie Connors
..die on a roller coaster...Mike O'Malley
..sleep all day and stay awake all night...Jen Luongo
..decorate the walls of the Aquaduct with nasty
comments to the landlord and then deny it...Christine
Morgan and Jodie Pryor
..have the mayor pass out on their porch...The
Hightide
..run around the world with her camera...Meri
Jitsukawa
..have everyone borrow her plaid hook-up shirt...Jen
Abate
..have the Mirror office charge her rent...Jen Luongo
..suffer from PMS...Michele Imperia
..drink a beer while dancing on a chair...Lori
McCarthy

..use her first aid skills outside of the pool...Megan
Heaney
..drink the "v" in their room...Jen Luongo, Michele
Imperia, Dolores Martinez
..forget he did shots of Jagermeister...Brian
Concannon
..drink vodka like it's water...Katherine Hagan
hit her R.A....Christine Morgan
..scale a wan to save a dying tnend...Megan Heaney
..get good shots and good loving...Michele Imperia
..get her lip bitten at a train station...Jodie Pryor
..be mistaken for Winnie Cooper...Dolores Martinez
..have silly string fights...The Hightide
..give her friends vodka shots with water
chasers...Christine Morgan
..get married in the Grape...Chris Voytek and
Christine Bottarelli
..be a high school coaching legend...John Collins
..scratch his cornea...John Lovelett
..overdose on brown sugar...Janeen Famulare
..go out of the state at 4 a.m....Dan Kelly
..shoot himself in the head...Matt Lusignan
..marry a 50-year old millionaire...Christine Costello
..have dishes in the attic...The Shaven Yak
..have dishes where they belong...The Vatican
..plan...Patrice Saracco
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..wear pearls...Nancy McGuggart
..receive wake-up calls beginning at 4 a.m....Alison
Dudley
..be spotted on their broomsticks wearing pointy
hats...Mia Papas and Danielle Mazzini
..become a representative for the Post-It message
company...Nancy Todaro
..not wake up before 3 pm on a weekday...Molly
Jones
..become tambourine players in Tongue &
Groove...Maureen Manion and Andrea Poto
..plan dinner around "Tom Cruise"...Patrice Saracco
and Janeen Famulare
..fall in love in Mexico...Patrice Saracco
..sleep in the car...Dan Kelly
..wear a leotard to cheer someone up...Janeen
Famulare
..give their landlord a heart attack...Shaven Yak and
the Backdoor
..sniff white-out...Jen Benson and Janeen Famulare
..get the wrench for Big D...Dan Kelly
..have beautiful jewelry...Alison Dudley
..be seen at Grasmere...Janeen Famulare
..hook up with FUSA presidents...the Lighthouse
..participate in Laverne & Shirley...Mike McCormack
..call you kiddo...Beth Greiner
' ..be seen wearing a blue fuzzy robe...Gaby
D'Agostino
..be arrested for "drinking and deriving"...Jen Bacik
..have a different personality with glasses on...Susan
Mahoney
..have a salad...Gaby D'Agostino
..spice up life with condiments...Christine
Dobberpuhl
..toss her cookies in front of Lois...Karen Nisbet
..be in the Straights of Harmouse...Jim McDonald
..frolic in the Nile River..Susan Mahoney
..never sleep in his own bed...Anthony Goff
..get excited during a proctolgical exam...Tom Knox
..do her doctoral thesis on the penis...Stephanie
Amoroso
..work on a Nascar pit crew for free...Tom Knox and
Tom Gelston
..be female versions of the mayor...Sue Murphy
and Nancy Baldwin
..be caught singing Boy George tunes in the
shower...Andrew Wilson (Otis)
..beg for beer...Dave Califano
..never cut those fingernails...Harold Dean Davis
..have the cheesiest pick up routine.. Jamie Vincencio
..watch Nick at Night...Patrice Saracco
..steal BooBerries from a Beach house...Chrissy
Rizza
..be M.I.A....Abbie Tidd
..get sick on a school bus...Beth Greiner
..pick out the perfect tie for the perfect couple
(Maureen and Steve)...Claver 3 girls
..to run the best Freshman Orientation (two
women!)...Monica Stack and Jen Benson
..leave the coffee grounds in the pot...Patrice Saracco
..hang "tacky" pink scrubbies in the shower...Alison
Dudley
..be left on the T in Boston...Beth Greiner
..be found in a mall..Abbie Tidd
..bike across the US...Patrice Saracco
..throw rocks at a window...NG
..enjoy the movie "Threesome"...Janeen Famoulare
..leave dishes in the sink...Alison Dudley
..join Jen on a weekly binge...Patrice Saracco
..break up JB and MM...James Cafferty
..be admitted to ICU...Jen Bacik
..star in his own porno...Matt Royko
..quit her job, join the "Love Boat" crew and live
happily ever after with Isaac...Tara Lydon
..require the services of Miracle Ear...Gaby
D'Agostino
..live a polygamous life with Volpc.Jen Bacik and
Deirdre Keane
..drunkenly giggle himself into a coma...Ed Lahey
..rush home and wash her feet...Gaby D'Agostino
..be in traction...Christine Dobberpuhl
..rent "Meatballs 3"...Deirdre Keane
.."chunk" something...Gaby D'Agostino
..suffer from planner-withdrawal...Jen Bacik
..be twins separated at birth...Christine Dobberpuhl
and Susan Mahoney
..touch the underneath of a wet dog...Karen Nisbet
..smell the underneath of a wet dog...Deirdre Keane
..work at / be admitted to Bridgehouse after
gri.duation..,Gaby D'Agostino
- •
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..become a member of the Friend's Psychic
Network...Deirdre Keane
..legally change his name to Baldwin...Paul Sullivan
..find a hair crisis prevention center...Christine
Dobberpuhl
..provoke the love, admiration, adulation and
devotion of the Girl's Duplex..JAS
..to not hear you talking when the TV is on...Kirsten
Fitzgerald
..play Bingo...the Bahama Gang
..molest you...Sean Hester
..loose her shoes mysteriously.. Jen Benson
..pay for dinner and expect a kiss.. Jaime Vincecio
..have the cutest laugh...Maureen Murphy
..be found in a Bahama Resort calling Bingo.. John
Collins
..be sought after by Ralph Lauren, Ann Taylor and J.
Crew for her wardrobe...Nancy McGuggart
..marry "Biff, have 4 children and drive a blue
Volvo...Maureen Murphy
..be found running an outdoor water sports business in
the Bahamas...Christina Jacobson
..pick up a rich man while loosing at Roulette...Kim
Messina
..be frank, count to ten and meet you on the path for a
hook-up.. JB and FS
..break up and get back together...Abbie Tidd
..win the best dressed contest...Nancy McGuggart
..be sued for sexual harassment...Sean Hester
..replace Aretha Franklin in her performance of
"Respect"...Maureen Murphy
..be read about in the Enquirer for their loud
adventures with gambling...Kim Messina and
Rebecca Timlin
..dance with a guy in a red mesh shirt...Alison
Dudley, Patrice Saracco, or Janeen Famoulare
..marry someone YEARS younger...Dan Kelly
..marry a farmer.. Janeen Famoulare
..sigh on her wedding day...Nancy Todaro
..be co-owner of the Key Western...Molly Jones
..die of an overdose of Turns...Andrea Porto
..loose her shoes after a hook-up...Maureen Manion
..be a lawyer for Disney...Lyn Campanella
..be the best dance date...Rob Malley
..support Dawn Esposito with her job at Arthur
Anderson...Laura Northup
..enjoy the hot and rainy season in Beliz...Tricia
Dawson
..remake "When Harry Met Sally'...Dawn Esposito
and Ken Nippes
..be found reading a history book.. JP Mondazzi
..get married...TH 112
..be in a blur...Gaby D'Agostino
..drive on 4 flat tires...Dawn Esposito
..not figure out a tea kettle...Steph Amoroso
..disagree with Chris Halligan...Amy Zenkert
..pick up men in random places.. Jen Nehlsen
..raise pigs.. Jen Graf
..be a stand-up comedian in an Irish pub...Tom Knox
..always be at Fairfield U...Eileen East
..be the best freshman year floor.. Dolan 3
..be the best sophomore year floor...Regis 1
..have an injury...Breo Vasquez
..burn down a townhouse...Amy Zenkert
..have the best nursing bedside manner...Michelle
Sparaco
..be dangerous to play to "I Never" with..JP
Mondazzi
..talk himself out of trouble...Pablo Colon
..drive through the quad.. Jim McDonnell
..have the weirdest Spring Break plans.. Jen Nehlsen
and Amy Zenkert
..be the best kept hook-up secret...still not telling...
..go back to P.V. for 'Le Bistro'...Alison Dudley,
Patrice Saracco and Janeen Famoulare
..be thought of as Ken Nippes' girlfriend...Dawn
Esposito
..visit a sex therapist after graduation...Andrea Porto
..get naked at the Grape...Paul Sullivan
..derive for kicks...Keane and Bass
..participate in the McJobs program...Susan Mahoney
..have wallpaper with his face on it...Scott Volpe
..carry an uzL.Lisa Curry
..teach people how to shimmy...Lisa Curry
..do the Jailhouse Rock...Deirdre Keane
..order a BigMac...Christine Dobberpuhl
..drink Big Gulps...Deirdre Keane
..steal jackets...Susan Mahoney
..giggle.. Jen Bacik
..take hours to go on a food run...Karen Nisbet

..throw beer cans at people...Gaby D'Agostino
..have a hat collection...Deirdre Keane
..get squished by a "big" person...Tara Lydon
..run off to a foreign land...Karen Nisbet
..stare in the mirror...Bob Kelly
..turn into "Butthead"...Carl Cascio
..have a clue after graduation...Tara Lydon
..play Scarlett in a remake of "Gone With the
Wind"...Christine Dobberpuhl
..transfer...Gaby D'Agostino
..provoke her housemates...Sue Mahoney
..skip and jump.. Jen Bacik
.."lend-a-hand"...Tara Lydon
..die with a Sega control in his hand...Vin Gerosa
..scream the "Star Trek" theme to his
housemates...Carl Cascio
..take Racki home with her...Susan Mahoney
..send postcards to her professors...Jen Bacik
..kiss his female friends...Sean Mahoney
..order "Moons over my Hammy"...Christine
Dobberpuhl
..secretly eat chicken nuggets and hot dogs...Karen
Nisbet
..eat fetuccini...Christine Dobberpuhl
..be abused by her housemates...Gaby D'Agostino
..torture females...Bob Kelly and Vin Gerosa
..not become the Poet Laureate because she handed in
her poems late...Lorraine Fargas
..have Scottie Pippen's love child...Maribeth
DeLuca
..moon A.P. Kelley at graduation...Mario Perciballi
..be the next weekend director of WVOF...Steve
Burke
..marry a Lady Stag...Ken Nippes
..kill each other... TH 86
..be a Little League coach...Brian Keegan
..replace Bob Costas on "Last Call"...Kevin Sutton
..choke on a pretzel...Frank Szivos
..eat sourdough in Las Vegas...Maribeth DeLuca
...get lost in her hometown...Melina Lombard
..take Mike's place in the basement...Andrew Wilson
(Otis)
..nominate himself for political office...Mike
McCormack
..be caught country line-dancing...Tom Gelston
..be arrested for stealing plants...TH 112
..stalk Sidney from "Melrose Place"...Tom Knox
..destroy their own house while inebriated...TH 111
..always have a porno in the VCR...D. Thomas Knox
..shoot you with his finger...Andrew Wilson (Otis)
..get married at a rodeo...Tom Gels ton and Kirsten
Fitzgerald
..sleep with each other's boyfriends...TH 112
..not pass the height requirement at kiddie parks...Jill
Grenier
..not be able to pee into a cup...Brian Keegan
..never buy a microwave...TH 112 *
..call out his own name in bed...Tom Knox
..fall asleep standing up at a party...Andrew Wilson
(Otis)
..to grow, bottle and market her own line of
pickles...Michelle Sparaco
..go out for one beer and return home 8 later...Dana
Mavrovitch and Jennifer Salmon
..marry the boy next door...Kim Reardon
..find her husband at the local nursing
home...Francine DeSanto
..die with the phone attached to her ear...Jenine
Moncada
..hook-up with guys that are roommates again and
again...Dana Mavrovitch
..get dumped on a holiday...Lisa Montalto
..get sucked into the pit of her room...Kim Reardon
..be found working at 7-1 l.Jenine Moncada and
Francine DeSanto
..be the last one to get home and have to be the first
one to get up.. Jen Salmon
..plot a good murder...Dana Mavrovitch and Lisa
Montalto
..be throwing darts with Roger.. John Collins
..flail...Michele Imperia
..not listen to Christine Morgan's advice on men (ever
again)...Laurie Connors
..have an ice pack...Megan Heaney
..relieve himself in public and get arrested...Brian
Keegan
..play a new song or CD so much that you'll never
want to hear it again...Michelle Sparaco
..get arrested for singing German drinking songs in
public...Rich Oekler

above: Jodie Pry or, Pamela Hardy
Jen Abate, Vic Smith, Kath Hagan
Beth Greiner, Chrissy Rizza
below: Jody Panchak & Mike Boucher
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..kill herself tripping down a flight of stairs...Denise
Thayer
..get arrested for polygamy...JP Mondazzi
..drown in a large puddle...Jill Grenier
..blow up her PhD experiment...Cheryl Schultz
..be called "Eunice"...Michelle Imperia
..have a seventh housemate named Estelle...TH 116
..throw a party without a reason...The Hightide
..get written on while drunk...Mike O'Malley
..picnic around a puking friend...Laurie Connors
..take aerial view snapshots of a passed out
friend...Christine Morgan
..be the nicest girl in the world...Maureen Leary
..sleep on the couch...Laurie Connors
..be found eating "elbows" in 10 years...Beth
Tiemann

..be mistaken for a Blockbuster employee...Tara
Coleman
..make a living as a juggler...Kevin Guterl
..be sighted at the Girls' Dup...Elvis
..fly off the handle...Gaby D'Agostino
..marry Sammy Davis, Jr....Deirdre Keane
..hook-up to Simon & GarfunkeL.Tara Lydon
..be found behind a 7-11 mumbling Earnhardt...Tom
Knox
..be sitting next to Tom Knox mumbling
"Shady"...Anthony Goff
..be the first person on Mars without a spaceship...Jon
Bodnar
..have an illegal housemate who doesn't pay rent...TH
111
..die from the hands of Tom Gelston...Brian Spillane
..store extra clothes and blankets in his closet...Tom
Gelston
..be told not to drink the milk because it is spoiled,
and then drink it anyway...Tom Knox
..go to Hooters for lunch every day for the rest of his
life...Brian Spillane
..have a violent reaction to the Stone Temple
Pilots...Tom Gelston
..strangle the first person to call him J. Billy at a future
reunion...Jon Bodnar
..leave graduation early to watch Nascar...Tom Knox
and Tom Gelston
..celebrate "Chanukah" all year long...TH 111
..need Prozac if Tanqueray ever goes out of
business...Anthony Goff
..wake up before his kids on Christmas
morning...Tom Knox
..have animal brains in the fridge for so-called
scientific purposes...Jon Bodnar
..appear in a Marlboro ad...Tom Gelston
..build a house out of petrified Nutra-grain
bars...Brian Spillane
..perk-up at the sound of pork...Tom Knox
..let someone bleed to death to avoid getting his
clothes stained...Anthony Goff
..drink a beer, brand a cow, and trade stock in the
same day...Tom Gelston
..be awake upstairs and not do anything while their
furniture downstairs is being rearranged...TH 111
..take a late night shower...Kristin Carolla
..start up her own Mafia family...Marianne Monti
..have a stunt double at graduation...Cathy Curran
..desecrate the Roman chairs...Lisa Flaherty
..fidget at graduation...Kristin Carolla
..be a world famous poet...Peg Oliveira
..have someone else write the poems...Peg Oliveira
..be found in a dugout...Cathy Curran
..have her own radio show..."Dr Kris" Carolla
..skip graduation...Maureen Shove
..change her last name to Brady...Lisa Flaherty
..sleep through a nuclear bomb...Marianne Monti
..drive stick shift cross country.. Katherine Hagan
..have a personal relationship with her
hairdresser...Laura Northup
..own her own Bertucci's...Marybeth Jodice
..blurt out someone else's deepest desires when she's
drunk...Kirsten Fitzgerald
..suffer a brain hemorrhage from faking an
orgasm...Jessica Bannon
..hook-up on a pinball machine...someone at TH 21
..flip his car and get a ticket doing "Bristol"...Tom
Gelston
..never get to try Portuguese wine...Mike Cook
..steal Jeff Mosca's friends...Kathy Lopes
..miss Sheila Leary...TH 21
..to be called Dan, or Mike, or anything but Bill...Bill
Levine
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Kim Messina, Jen Oneglia & Kim Daley

..be the next U.S. Ambassador to Franccjessica
Bannon
..forget someone's name...Kirsten Fitzgerald
..pass out at the Sh*thouse...TH 21
..to get married...Tom Gelston and Kirsten
Fitzgerald
..confess her oral fixation...Kathy Lopes
..intoxicate and molest freshmen...TH 21
..rank on Kirsten Fitzgerald...Kathy Madden and
Sheryl Brown
..do a lamb...Kathy Lopes
..do "Rusty"...Kirsten Fitzgerald
..get her mouth washed out with soap...Maureen
Shove
..pass out due to an elbow injury...Lisa Flaherty
..be the first Supreme Court Justice on
rollerblades...Cathy Curran
..violate a turkey with an orange...Kristen Carolla
..have their reunion sitting on a kitchen counter...TH
144
..be clothes-lined by a tree...Maureen Shove
..join Bingo Anonymous...Karen Nisbet
..have high-school flashbacks...Tara Lydon
..take the Dolan Express...Christine Dobberpuhl and
Deirdre Keane
..star in the Broadway production of 'Jamon, .
Jamon'...Vin Gerosa
..throw their house in the senior bonfire...Shaven Yak
..funnel with sunglasses on...Lisa Huck
..steal anything that isn't nailed down...TH 132
..make Big Dog jello...Ann Macdonald and Laura
Deucher
..lose her bathing suit...AM
..hide in a closet or phone booth...Eileen Flynn
..fall down the stairs...Heather Brown
..get hit by a cross-eyed pizza delivery man...Heather
Brown
..drink two carafes of wine...Heather Brown
..solve a mystery...Eileen Flynn and Lisa Huck
..be a dirty dog with a big dog...Laura Deucher
..fall off a boat dock...Ann Macdonald
..say "I'm not very happy"...Laura Deucher
..say "you're no fun"...Laura Deucher
..say "I so want to get on top" to Ann
Macdonald...Laura Deucher
..say or get "hammud"...Laura Deucher and Ann
Macdonald
..P and P...Laura Deucher
..say "did you know"...Eileen Flynn
..break Laura Deucher's hand and scar her thumb for
life...Eileen Flynn
..run a cop off the road and then go dancing with
him...Kristina Howard
..be on the 10 year plan...Laura Deucher
..run over Laura Deucher's foot with her car...Heather
Brown
..lose her shoes in the back yard of a beach
house...Laura Deucher
..be owner of the Chicago Cubs...Cynthia Nass
..find a cockroach in a clock and talk to it...Ann
Macdonald
..be on the third floor of the booze-cruise...Cynthia
Nass
..make porno films together...L and A
..ride a garbage boat...L, A, C, E, H, B
..come home barefoot...Laura Deucher
..want crackers...Ann Macdonald
..pretend to be a chicken...Heather O'Connor
..have a deadly bunting problem...Eileen Flynn
..drink 190 octane and yip...Laura Deucher
..fall off a loft, a cliff, and Campion field.. Kristina
Howard
..operate a succesful sex line...Jessica Bannon
..have a portrait of Dale Earnhardt tattooed on his
butt...Tom Knox
..care absolutely nothing about his life...Otis Wilson
..be the next John Wayne Bobbin...Tom Knox
..ask females for advice for shaving his legs...Brian
Spillane
..file bankruptcy due to a phone bill...Tom Knox
..find the idea of watching Little League sexually
exciting...Brian Spillane
..make the best coffee...Marianne Monti
..host the best 80's party...TH 144
..best channel surfer...Lisa Flaherty
..best New Year's hostess...Peg Oliveira
..be the loudest sketcher...Kristin Carolla
..have the best one-liners...Lisa Flaherty
..be the most organized...Cathy Curran
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..call out BINGO...John Collins
..hook up with "the King"...Jan Evora
..be the 8th member of the Sandbar...Jim Macdonncll
..become the next Marlboro Man...MOT)
..be a deer trapped in headlights...Kim Messina
..fall asleep in bathroom stall #3...Brooke Duschock
..hook up in the Bahamas...Rich Peireria
..go out on a date...Colleen Lever
..solicit kisses for money...Colleen Lever
..go to Paradise...Colleen Lever
..go shopping under stress...Christina Caputo
..be found lying on the couch watching
TV...Christina Caputo
..take the longest to get ready...Christina Caputo
..be an ad for fake-bake...Christina Juhobsen
..be a pedestrian...Laura D'Amato
..be drunk...Sue and Nancy
..have 2.2 kids, a Volvo, and a J. Crew
husband...Maureen Murphy
..be found in Atlantic City...Rebecca Timlin
..be doing it wrong...Ann Marie Sweeney
..marry a West Point man...Kerri McKechnie
..have a dance party...The Lighthouse
..become a lead singer in an all girls rap group...Lisa
Pastore
..become a Chippendale's dancer...Jeff Kurilec
..be rescued from the beach...Jan Evora
..injure herself at a townhouse party...Jan Evora
..finish a whole keg by himself...Joe Machado
..be in the Karate Kid 4...Rob Malley
..have too much work to attend senior week...Dave
Belcher
..travel the highways and byways of American...Judy
Afferton
..win the Indianapolis 500 in a four wheel drive
vehicle...Meri Jitsukawa
..become the next Rebecca Howe...Kate Moore
..hook up with Edward Scissorhands...Laurie
Connors
..become a postal worker...Karen LoCurto
..win the Indy 500 in a Saab...Donna Delpo
..have to have the phone surgically removed from her
ear...Cynthia Sanok
..become addicted to court TV...Laurie Connors
..marry Dr. Krishna Mohan...Leslie Santore
..model volleyball briefs...Beth Tiemann
..go bankrupt because of her film developing
bills...Meri Jitsukawa
..take a pilgrimage to Disney world and be arrested
for molesting Goofy...Meri Jitsukawa
..let you take a really silly picture of her...Karen
Schroeder
..remain young forever...Delores Martinez
..flashback to her college years...Christine Morgan
..be surrounded by women...Rob Clappi
..be arrested for stalking...Judy Afferton
..use gel after losing most of his hair...Rich Killbania
..eat your food, drink your beer and not talk to
you.TH 116
..skip class because he couldn't get a ridc.Dre
Kohlberg
..skip Commencement because Beavis and Butthead
ison...TH115
..skip Commencement because they couldn't get a
ride.TH 115
..overuse the word "nice"...Nick Tsafos
..fall asleep in the bathroom...Deb Trerice
..color coordinate her notebooks and folders...Denise
Thayer
..sing in the shower...Michelle Sparaco
..drive 110 miles to try a new restaurant to eat
steak...Deb Trerice
..whine for four more consecutive years...Jill Grenier
..be going "that way"...Rich Oeckler
..eat dinner for free at Archie Moores...TH 112 and
33
..turn down a Caldor job opportunity on the FUN
station...Brian Keegan
..eat cheese products even though her father is
allergic...Jill Grenier
..be filmed in the next booming of the world trade
center...Jill Grenier
..be the manager of a Dairy Queen...Michelle
Sparaco
..stock her shelves with kiwi, chocolate ice cream,
and pickles...Michelle Sparaco.
..be in the sun with a towel on her head...Denise
Thayer
..see a navy blue pointer at the beach...TH 112
v
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..say bite me and P_N_S in the same sentence...Steph
Amoroso
..be a bitter female...Michelle Sparaco
..be a bitter male...Brian Spillane
..be drunk in the middle of the afternoon...Tom Knox,
Tom Gelston, Andrew Wilson (Otis), and Brian
Spillane
..go to Hooters...TH 111
..talk to her boyfriend in NY 5 times a day...Jen Graf
..watch Days of Our Lives...TH 112
..sleep in a closet...Tom Gelston
..drive with a beer out the window...Tom Gelston
..transplant trees on the roof...Tom Knox and Tom
Gelston
..know all the girls...Rich Kielbania
..say "go you!".. Jessie Samoulis
..have a tumor...Jessie Samoulis
..say "Michael is so cute"...Deborah Trerice
..play pool at TH 62...Denise Thayer
..watch a porno and drink beer...TH 111
..lose anything...Stephanie Amoroso
..stay up until 4 AM playing pool and talking...Denise
Thayer
..nanny for the rest of their lives...Jen Graf and
Stephanie Amoroso
..know where everything is...Denise Thayer
..go to the Naut...TH 112
..break someone's window across the way... TH 111
..win 12 Beirut games in a row...Deborah Trerice
..have a boyfriend 300 miles away...Denise Thayer
..say "penis"...Stephanie Amoroso
..join Alcoholics Anonymous...Joe Machado
.."just be friends"...Dave Belcher and Deirdre Little
..cut a rug...Jeff Igoe and Deirdre Little
..date weenies...Meg Flynn
..never see the inside of government buildings...The
DC Strugglers
..fall down the metro subway escalator...Lyn
Campanella
..be "stuck on band-aids"...Deirdre Little and Jeff
Igoe
..be on a soap opera together...Deirdre Little and Jeff
Igoe
..have chicken on Wednesdays...Ellen Hanley and
Lyn Campanella
..marry Nancy Kerrigan...Peter DeFilippo
..have an affair with Tonya Harding...Peter DeFilippo
..be a seventh member of a townhouse but never be
there.. Jeff Igoe
..be sitting around doing nothing at 5 AM...Chris
Herstine and Joe Machado
..be screaming "Lillihammer!"...Dave Belcher
..be having a party...TH 114
..be at the library...Scott Warrender
..be at a meeting somewhere... Rob Malley
..not to finish his pasta...Pete DeFilippo
..be getting calls from Discover card...Mark Resnick
..actually talk to Discover card Account
Managers...Pete DeFilippo, Joe Machado, Dave
Belcher, Scott Warrender, and Olga Zargos
..miss a class because he just doesn't feel like
going.. Jeff Igoe
..work at McDonalds.. Joe Machado
..work at Burger King..Jeff Igoe
..be drinking the night before a test.. Jeff Igoe and Joe
Machado
..sleep through that same test.. Jeff Igoe and Joe
Machado
..have mold growing in their townhouse... TH 114
..marry a distinguished old Englishman...Marybeth
Jodice
..be found in the Cheers section every week...TH 124
..appear on a box of Frankenberry...Brian Sullivan
..become an Ewok...Scott Pons
..die shaving...Brian Harniman
..have stirrups on his dental chair...Ryan Finnegan
..wax his body...Showky Kaldawy
..beat someone with a club...Matt Wendorff
..hook up with the same girl..Jim Slevin and Steve
Rovinelli
..become Spanky...Artie Burns
..die in a donut shop...Brian Sullivan
..have an affair with his boss's wife...Steve Rovinelli
..join the Jamaican bobsled team...Showky Kaldawy
..not support save the whales...Mike Petrie
..take pictures of little girls...Mike Petrie
..die in front of a mirror...Steve Rovinelli
..not chip in for a keg...Eric Manahan
..join a nudist camp...Ryan Finnegan
..choke on a centerfold...Ryan Finnegan
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Most likely to...
Sullivan

Meg Flynn & Bob Terry

Patton and Sam Gambino

..fic^irie bungus...Hugh O'Donnell
..play parcheesi on a Saturday night...the Vatican
..be seen at Church...the Sandbar
..not have the Naut...the Vatican
..consist of random people...the Blue Tooth
..be found in bed together...Travis Bassi and Steve
Minnick
..be found holding hands...Scott Lindsay and Showky
Kaldawy
..marry for money...Brooke Duschock
..be found at the Blue Oyster...the Lobster Trap
..have a meaningless yet fantastic story...Don Decker
..trip while walking to get his diploma...Dan Noonan
..cut class...the Stoop
..confuse someone...Bob Terry
..do the violent dance...Matt Magic Forde
..be a slave...Willy "the Kaiser" Tollner
..say "blah, blah, blah, blah—hey"...Chris Shuman
..lead a coup d'etat in Puerto Rico...Andre Colberg
..raid the Hoi Flag...Bob "animal" Terry

..get carded at the 25th reunion...Don Hill
..turn pro...Craig Martin and Matt Foley

..never know who his freshman year roommate
was...Chris Shuman
..fail Cybrogenics...Brian Peknic
..be a slimfast dropout...MikeO'Malley

..watch TV...Jim Brady
..kiss a boy...Jack Greer
..look for attention...John Scroope
..sandbag...Mike O'Sullivan
..lock himself in a Bannow classroom...Pat Mitchell
..get kicked out of intramurals...Don McKernan
..steal from the Usher Basket...Neil O'Halloran
..dognap...Michael Grindlay
..sit in the stands...Jim Brady
..caddy for a living...Jim Brady
..be repulsed by MAGIC..Neil O'Halloran
..be a shepherd.. Jim Brady
..start Casper fan club...Brian Conncannon
..ski as a naked banana...Mike O'Sullivan
..play 1 on 1 quarters...Brian Peknic and Shawn
Collins
..win a wet t-shirt contest...Kim Daley
..abuse his wife...Joe Cicerone
..be stoned drunk...Pat Mitchell
..streak naked in the quad...Brian Stack
..take a bath...Neil O'Halloran
..get leftovers...Neil O'Halloran
..be a hermit...Jim Brady
..be a 70 look-a-like...Jim Cronin
..look in a mirror 24 hours a day...John Scroope
..give birth...Mike "M
om" O'Malley

..be on all fours searching for cheese...Mike
O'Sullivan
..give the Sunday homily...Neil O'Halloran
..show off his mirrors...Brian Peknic
..be disbarred...Brian Peknic
..wear plaid with stripes...Dutch Terranova
..be a dog catcher...Mike Grindlay
..date a GLOW wrestler (Mt. Fiji)...Pat Mitchell
..be able to bounce a quarter off his bed...Brian
Concannon
..be married with 2 kids by 26...Matt Barron
..be a Shawn Bradley look-alike...Jim Grogan
..be a Priest...Neil O'Halloran
..start the Felix Unger fan club...Brain Concannon
..fall down the stairs or deck...Cheryl Seleski
..kick a keg by herself...Jen Foley and Jane Hickey
..laugh at anything...Michelle Halla
..be at the Naut...Brian Peknic and Jim Slevin
..be a sleestack...Wally Enman
..be a porn star...David "Frenchie" Stokes
..be the next Gene Simmons...Jim Cronin
..have a baby in Nebraska...Joe "Chiwa" Tarn
..be "grumpy old men"...Jim Brady and Don
McKernan
..headbutt with 2 beers... Jeff Taylor
..use steroids...Jeff Taylor
..never have a relationship...Jeff Taylor
..think he's best friends with Kenny Anderson...Justin
Flannagan
..be found talking to herself...and liking it!...Jen

Harniman

..annoy the guys dup...Nikki Fantoni
..act bizarre...Jamie Cappello
..be milked...Matt Foley
..be found in the library...Billy Swain
..be playing anchorman...Randy Rubino, Jim Slevin,
John Santangelo and Mike Petrie
..be seen at 7-Eleven...Matt Wendorff
..set the kitchen on fire...Matt Wendorff
..take a 3 hour shower...Brian Sullivan
..believe in the Easter Bunny...Jamie Cappello
..not have a bad hair-day...Jeff Mosca
..get caught by Security...Bill Greevy
..get a senior citizen discount...Brian Martin
..be mistaken for Rikki Lake...Steph Corbin
..not be called Mike...Mike Ryan and Mike Petrie
..meet dead vimin...Fairfield Drinking Team
..be let in by a small furry animal...Jamie Cappello
..win a Nobel Prize by accident...Jim Slevin
..be found in the Mayor's house...Matt Foley, Hugh
O'Donnell, Mike Ryan, and Jim Slevin
..travel together...Shaven Yak
..have a salad for breakfast, lunch, and dinner...Erin
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Most likely to...

..become Eric Estrada...Brian Hamiman
..appear on Cops...Shawn Collins
..idolize Luke Perry...Steve Loughman
..sing Elvis Costello songs nude...Brian Harniman
..live in a yellow house on Sweetwater Hill...Brian
..become best friends...John Collins and Steve
Rovinelli
..run a bar tab and then sell his body for change...Jim
Slevin
..dehydrate on a sperm donor machine...Mike Petrie
..give Slevin change for his bar tab...Kim Daley
..collect gerbils for mysterious purposes...Steve
Loughman
..say "Hey Ladies, how's it going?"...Harry Bond
..be getting a "massage" at 4 in the morning...Denise
Thayer
..own stock in Tampax...Brian Spillane
..go to the bathroom five times before bed...Jen Graf
..be washing pipette tips...Cheryl Schultz
..own Disney World...Deb Trerice
..scream "Michael Mancini is my hero"...Tom Knox
..become the world's most anal business
manager...Denise Thayer
..be bitter...Michelle Sparaco
..be found in front of the TV...Denise Thayer
..flex his muscles...Rich Oeckler
..have missing bacteria...Pete Evangelista
..have every credit card ever invented...Jill Grenier
..go to JC Hillary's...Paul Pino
..work at Seller's for the rest of his life...Dan Gilligan
..be found at Happy Hour...Broderick and Oeckler
..think he lives at the Guys Dup...Rover
..look for a free meal...Eric Manahan
..be a porn star...Rover
..be mistaken for a clown...Brian Sullivan
..be on the phone with his mom...Brian Sullivan
..spork...Matt Wendorff
..have an affair with Dr. Lane...Brian Sullivan
..get caught stealing a USA Today machine...Brian
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..be found working in a topless bar...Jen Lentini
..wet the floor...Jen O'Hare
..own a Swensson's...Michael Petrie
..be members of the Hair Club for Men...Brian Flood,
John Lovelett, and Dan Stapkowski
..be called by the name of his town for the rest of his
lifc.Mike "Seaford" Ryan
..be just kidding...Jeff Stefanowicz
..not be admitted on amusement par!,rides...Scott
Pons
..be babysitting during graduation...Matt Lusignan
..do a nonchalant jig...Brian Fitzgerald
..need a ride...Andy Tennant
..become a cheesy lounge singer...Brian Harniman
..be written on when passed out...Mike Petrie
..have her car stolen...Tara Cahill
..be studying at graduation...Marcus Talerico
..say AEWH...Andy Hayes
..think the world sucks...Shawn Collins
..bring a calculator to graduation...Greg Niss
..grow hair and fangs under a full moon...Scott
Lindsay
..have the heat blasting at 100 degrees...the Guys Dup
..be plucking her eyebrows...Sylvana Cicchini
..be found at Rawley's (It's a nice place)...Matt Foley
..be wearing bright green sweatpants...Christine
DeBella
..drink a keg by himself...Randy Rubino
..be found sleeping in the living room...Nikki Fantoni
..live in an airport...Greg Niss, Matt Foley, Brian
Flood, Steve Loughman and Norm Peterson
'..marry Snoop Doggy Dogg...Marlie Lavatori

-J
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People. People important to you, people unimportant to you,
cross your life, touch it with love and carelessness and move
on. There are people who leave you and you breathe a sigh of
relief and wonder why you ever came in contact with them.
There are people who leave you and you breathe a sigh of
remorse and wonder why they had to go away and leave such
a gaping hole. Acquaintances move on. People change homes.
People grow apart. Enemies hate and move on. Friends love
and move on. You think of the many who have moved, in
your hazy memory. You look on the present and wonder. I
believe in God's master plan in lives. He moves people in and
out of each other's lives and each leaves his mark on the
other. You find you are made up of bits and pieces of all who
have ever touched your life, and you are more because of it,
and you would be less if they had not touched you. Pray God
you accept the bits and pieces in humility and wonder, and
never question, and never regret.
-unknown

Reb Timlin, Ann Sweeney, Colleen Lever
Christina Caputo, Laura D'Amato, Kathy Diggins
Brooke Duschock, Jan Evora & Kristina Jakobsen
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Us College People
People who go to college are incredible. We live away from
home. We go to class. We read and absorb and are
comprehensively tested on heavy amounts of various
materials. We sleep very little. Someone's always sick.
Someone's always wishing they were somewhere else.
Someone's always complaining. We become attached to close
friends. We smother each other. We lean too much. We think
too much. We talk way too much. We think often of the past
and want to be back there. We know we can't go. We all have
our own separate lives and families, backgrounds and pasts.
We live totally different lives from how we used to. We are
frustrated, and although we sometimes want to give up, we
never stop trying. We disregard health. We eat awful food.
We are forced to think about the future. We are scared and
confused. We reach out for things but don't find them. We
try to sort our minds, which are filled with studies, worries,
problems, memories, emotions—powerful feelings. We
wander the halls looking for happiness. We wonder where we
fit in. We fall and get back up. We hurt—a lot. We keep on
going, though, because above all else, we never stop learning,
growing, changing, and, most importantly, dreaming.
Dreams keep us going. And they always will. All we can do
about that is thank God that we have something to hold on
to. -Lynn Fulginiti
i.» ♦.».*
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Cheers to 4 years of disco, friends and fun
What a long strange trip it's been....
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor
Emeritus
The Mirror has taught me
my greatest lesson of my four years
of college. The great revelation
didn't come in a philosophy,
religion, or other core class
(Although I learned a great many
useful and not so many useful
things that will make me a prime
candidate for Jeopardy one day).
It came after a year of
pouring heart and soul into a
publication that got little
recognition, very little praise and a
lot of bashing. I learned that you
do something because you love
doing it, not for the praise or the
criticism. It's the passion that keeps
me going and working hard.
After spending weeks
working on a two part series on a
sensitive topic, I received no
feedback, but after writing a
humorous column, poking fun at
the oddities and arrogance of the
Empire State residents, I received
numerous letters and crank calls. I
brushed the annoyanc.es aside
because they didn't matter., The
pieces stand for themselves and I
wouldn't change one word of them.
Fr. Regan's talk, with some help
from Kierkegaard and Nietzsche,

about authenticity rings true. My
columns didn't win me the Loyola
Award, but I hope that the valid
points I raised will be addressed
and changed. After all, someone
needs to keep FUSA in line. Lou
was in charge of Residence Life.
My four years at Fairfield
have been shaped by people and
events and I love each and every
one of you that has changed my life
in some small way. I look forward
to graduating and moving on, but I
will carry the memories with me.
Kevin Sutton for making
the last two years at Fairfield the
best ones and being the only one
who knows that it's a boa
constrictor eating an elephant. I
look forward to more slurpee runs,
Timothy's ice cream (Although it
will be some other brand outside of
Connecticut), dancing in the aisles,
elephant hunts and Elvis movies in
the future.
Frank Szivos for not
letting me back down from
controversy and forcing me to
question the powers that don' t want
to be questioned. Also, to knowing
what journalism is all about. Here's
to pretzels and yadda yadda yadda
- the stuff dreams are made of.
Bart Haggerty, even
though you don't go here you're
the only one that I have truly

converted to disco, burn baby burn,
and I look forward to opening the.
Disco Hall of Fame in the near
future. Besides, .you're the only
New Yorker who thought my
article was funny. To everyone
else who keeps the disco dream
alive with me including my friends
(I'll probably forget some names,
but you're in spirit with me)
Lorraine, Debbie, Bridget,
Kevin, Mario, Chris, Jeff, Bill,
MelindR Maribeth, Henry,
Steve, and Maureen. It's been a
great torn years of freaks and late
night talking. Here's to more.
Mirror Staff (Chris,
Lyn, Jen, Lou, Caitlin, Brian,
Laura, and Kevin ) for working
on the greatest campus newspaper.
I admit I hated it at times, but it will
be one of the few things that I will
truly miss. Lou, even though your
articles were always late, I wouldn't
have traded you for any assistant.
Good luck to Kurt and Vanessa
next year. I hope you enjoy the
section as much as I have. Jen, I'll
miss lunches with you on
Wednesdays at work.
VVVOF, the one activity
on campus that gets even less
recognition than the Mirror, for
providing a great forum of public
affairs, radio, and allowing me to
play an eclectic sample of music

on my show. Here's a sampling:
"These are the days to remember
never before and never
since...There was funky Chinamen
from funky Chinatown. They were
chopping them up, they were
chopping them down....I'm just a
hunk , a hunk of burning love...I
am strong, I am invincible, I am
woman, hear me roar."

Fr. Paul Holland, S.J.
and all the other Jesuits and Campus
Ministry, thanks for helping me
find my spiritual side and making
it an integral part of my self.
I wish the underclassmen
and the Class of '94 the best of luck
in all future endeavors. I'm off for
some more new and exciting
adventures.

Disco Awards '94 by Jennie Edwards
The Stayin' Alive award goes to WPLJ for keeping the 70s alive
with disco weekends.
My greatest Fairfield moment was watching the Village People
at Alumni Hall last year.
The "I Look Good in Disco Clothes"award goes to Mario
Perciballi for accessoring his Salvation Army clothes with a
great hat (see picture at left).
"The time has come," the walrus said,
"To speak of many things...
Of tests and grades and teachers' aids
And school time studyings!"
"Of English, music, art, and math
And of the teachers' rath...
Of all the subjects hard or easy
Of final exams when we all felt queasy!"
"And how this time has come about,
This time when we are finally out.
Of our joys, our woes, our friends, our foes,
And we have all had plenty of those!"
"So the time has come," the walrus said
"As off to the future we do tread
To close from our hearts that little fear
We feel on leaving these things so dear."
So with joy abounding, we pause to say,
"We've graduated-HOORAY!HOORAY!"

The "I Will Survive" award goes to the 70s Preservation Society for keeping me supplied with great music.
The "Kung Fu Fighting" award goes to Carl Douglas for having the greatest song ever written.
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Fairfield needs a kick in the ass!
And Lou and Jeff always had the boot.
Lou Spadaccini
Jeff Preston
Assistant Commentary
Editor & Staff Writer
Lou and Jeff
arrived in the fall of 1990 as wideeyed, pimple-faced freshmen who
knew as much about college as the
"Revenge of the Nerds" movies
would allow. They began their life
of crime at Fairfield by skipping
all the Freshman orientation
activities and using their Freshman
journals as doorstops. Lou and
Jeff were mere larvae ready to
emerge from their cocoons of high
school innocence and reek havoc
on the old Jesuit ideal.
Young Jeff's chief
accomplishment as IRHG floor
governor was the organizing of the
"Dolan 2 Ugly Court." This was a
non-profit organization that tried
and convicted Dolan 2 residents
who had hook-ups they later
regretted. Jeff has since mended
his ways and is a couple of weeks
away from finishing his Women's
Studies minor.
Meanwhile, Lou was
busy writing articles about the Bush
administration and world affairs
that nobody read except for his
parents. After taking in some of
Lou's more recent material, his
father was quoted as saying: "How
come you don't write about the
economy anymore? I paid all that
money so you could waste your
time writing this crap!"
It became clear that Lou

and Jeff needed stronger outlets
for expressing their opinions and
views. They got their chance
sophomore year with the birth of
the "Naturally Brewed Radio"
show on WVOF (Fairfield's voice
of obscurity). They muddled
through lousy time slots and scarce
listenership. But by Senior year,
Lou and Jeff officially earned the
reputation of trouble makers when
they got a slap on the wrist for
calling the Director of Resident
Life, Henry Humphre - *, a "fathead''
over the air.
Everything sort of came
together in their Senior year. Lou
and Jeff caused problems on a
weekly basis both on the radio and
in print. In the proud commentary
tradition of Mark Sarro, they were
a constant thorn in the side of
Fairfield's elite.
What you are about to
read could determine their seating
at graduation (or whether they will
be graduating at all). Hold on to
yourfinal schedules because things
could get ugly as Lou and Jeff take
one last swipe at their favorite
targets.
Ready, Aim...
*Over the past four years,
Residence Life, or as we like to
call it, Residence "Strife," has
managed to annoy and irritate the
most patient souls. From Pat
Rombalski's tenure as the
Townhouse Czar to Maria and
Eileen "the write up machines,"
the stiffs under the Dolan arch have
managed to virtually kill any

semblance of campus social life.
♦Although it seems as
though FUSA throws events that
are about as exciting as a Saturday
night at Giovanna's, they are not
completely to blame.
The
administration has always held the
group down and turned it into a
committee of sign makers and
dance decorators. Real leadership
was never encouraged by imageparanoid administrators who
prematurely killed too many new
ideas.
*The cast of characters
that make up the Campus Center
staff have particularly ruffled Jeff s
feathers. Countless signs from "In
Transition" and other bands were
mercilessly torn from walls and
doors even though they did not
make any references to alcohol.
They must have been afraid that
events at local bars would hurt
attendance at star-studded Quick
Center shows such as, the
wonderful sounds of Blinkie
Schmugpie and his Washboard
Quartet.
*On behalf of all those
graduating, we'd like to give the
people who decided Senior Week
ticket prices a good kick in the
pants. When Seniors go to Pub
Night, they will still have to pay
$ 1.50 for each beer on top of the
$16 ticket charge. The other events
also cost a fortune and are "bring
your own everything." So, along
with our quarter keg of Guinness
we're bringing two chain saws
jugglers and a fire eater for

entertainment.
*It's a shame we're
graduating without getting the
chance to express our views over
the airwaves of the new campus
cable network. The publicity office
pretty much decides who will be
on TV and to our utter surprise, we
haven't been asked to contribute.
The invitation must have gotten
lost in the mail. Just remember,
you're forced to pay $40 to $70 per
semester for a cable system with
poor equipment and a lousy choice
of channels. The least the
administration can do is let the
students get involved in
programming as much as possible
with a minimum of regulations.
* We have one apology to
make.
In the past, we've
consistently maimed the Seller's/
Sodexho dining experience.
Whether it was cheddar cheese
goldfish placed on top of
butterscotch pudding or shepherd's
pie that had a little of the shepherd
in every bite, food services was a
constant source of material for our
articles and shows.
Despite
all
the
indigestion, we can't help but tip
our hats to some of the motherly
people who fed us throughout the
years; namely Gilda, Ann, Bunny
et al... Finally, we'd like to give
special mention to Jim, the hardest
worker we' ve ever seen at Fairfield.
*There's a little more
unfinished business we have to
take care of. Over the course of the
year, we've had a few people

constantly ask us to give them some
mention in the paper. Here's an
official Lou and Jeff salute to Mike
"Sally" Kuras, the guys of TH 155
- Jay, Shep, Dave, Paul, Tommy,
and Mike, the girls of TH 151 (the
best girls in the 15 block), Tino
"He Always F—ks Up!"
DosSantos, and Lawanda.
Let us leave you with
these words of wisdom that have
become our motto. We care. We
are about you - the Fairfield student
who works hard and plays even
harder. That's why we tried to
make student life a little more
interesting and amusing through
our commentary. When we saw
something unfair or downright
stupid happening on campus we
never let it slide. Our goal was to
promote change where change was
needed.
Of course there have been
victims,there'salways victims. For
those who have found our satire a
little too biting we have three words
for you- SUCK IT UP!
For those of you with a
sense of humor, we hope that we
shed some light on campus
dilemmas andfiasco^ withastyle
that you will always remember.
We had a great four years.
Unfortunately, we've got
to go now, Fr. Kelley just called
and he' s dying to have us join him
for some free happy hour wings at
Archie Moore's. We just hope he
doesn't do that trick where he puts
the celery sticks up his nose again.
That joke is so played out!
Here's to the Class of '94
and their four years of memories at
Fairfield.

Best wishes
from Lou
and Jeff!

Most likely to...
..slap himself silly...Tom Donnelly
..be pumped up before hooking up...Scott McCaffrey
..be collecting trash in Dublin singing "O Danny Boy" after
graduation...Tom Donnelly
..take a one day trip to California...Rob Shannon
..talk in his sleep and make sense...Rob Shannon
..cut down trees on school property...Brian Crocker and Rob
Shannon
..not do laundry for an entire semester...Tom Donnelly
..own stock in Integretel, Inc.Tom Donnelly
..lose his shirt at Ledyard...Brian Crocker
..leave you a ten-minute answering machine message andsay
practically nothing.. Killian Murphy
..curse at least one time a minute...Scott Defilio
..ask Doc for love advice...Mark Georgescu
..put his hand through a window and not remember...Matt
Gutauskas
..get called for a lane-violation...Brian Keegan
..say "Hey Ladies"...Harold J. Bond
..be washing cars for Enterprise for minimum wage...Scott
McCaffrey
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Brian Keegan
Sports Editor
"Oh, The Places You'll
Go." What a great book by Dr.
Seuss. It was one of my favorites,
and is certainly an applicable story
to describe a student's experience
at Fairfield University.
When I came here four
years ago, I wasn't sure of the places
that I would go, or what I would do
with my college years. To be quite
honest, I was very nervous about
leaving that "comfort zone" of the
familiar surroundings of Belmont,
MA.
Obviously, that feeling
changed through my years in Stag
country. I learned quickly that
people who didn't pronounce their
"r's" were made fun of quite
frequently in these parts. It was
nice to have Dan Gilligan, a fellow
Bostonian, on my floor freshman
year. At least he knew that when I
said "pahty," I didn't mean the
thing in the bathroom.
It was tough to find Red
Sox fans, though. It still is, although
I think that I have inspired a few
converts over the years. When you
live and die for the Olde Towne
Team, and you are surrounded by
people who worship both pinstripes
and Mookie Wilson, it can be
difficult, but fun: Definitely not
boring, that's for sure.
But there is so much more
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to my Fairfield experience than
mere trivial argumentation
concerning the superiority of Roger
Clemens over Jimmy Key or any
other Yankee pitcher. This school
has given me the unique
opportunity to put my opinions in
print. And, over the past year, I
have formulated quite a few. I
figure that it might be more
interesting to hear some of them
than to read the untold stories of
my life here on North Benson Rd.
So here goes...drum roll,
please.
- First, with regards to the
current status of the Fairfield
basketball program. The women's
team has no problem. Dianne
Nolan has a firm grasp on what is
going on, and will no doubt
continue her winning ways. The
men's team, however, is another
story. Paul Cormier is a nice guy,
and a fellow Massachusetts native,
so I can't knock him as a person.
As a coach, however, I question
his ability to be a winner at this
level. I get the feeling that when
Mitch Buonaguro (remember
him?) resigned (fired) three years
ago, the school wanted to bring in
an unemotional, clean-cut coach
who would not be controversial.
Cormier fit the bill.
He
held
up
the
unemotional end of the bargain.
Yet, his program has been filled
with controversy. Players with

academic problems. Chris Barry
being dismissed from the squad
for "violation of team policy." The
Peter Guarasci saga. Now, the
Derrick Dunlap story. Sounds like
the days of Tarkanian at UNLV.
The point is that Uncle
Paul may outwork other coaches
with regards to preparation for
practice, games, and planning
strategy. But he is not a players
coach. I don't care if you have
watched tapes for hours. If your
players don't like you, you're not
going to win. As I was once told,
basketball is a simple game: Score,
and stop the other team from
scoring.
The kicker of all this is
that Fairfield has some great
players. Yet, I think Cormier plays
favorites, and puts people in the
doghouse too easily. I'll tell you

this, and not to knock Dunlap,
Meishay Gattis, or Greg Francis,
but I want Johnnie Jones on the
floor before the latter three. I also
want the team's best shooter, Craig
Martin, out there as well. Too
many times during crunch-time this
year, they were on the bench. Why?
Changes must be made. I
don't think that it is too much to
ask to have a competitive team.
Fairfield will not be competitive
until it has a coach that can get his
players motivated.
Cormier will be here next
year, that is for certain. Unless the
team turns it around next winter,
however, Cormier must be let go.
An 8-20 record three out of four
years is less than impressive, and is
grounds for dismissal in my book.
- I would kill to come
back to Alumni Weekend in a few
years and be able to tailgate at a
football game. It probably won't
happen, but football brings a lot to
a school, not to mention that it
gives people something to look
forward to on a Saturday afternoon
other than watching the F.U.N.
channel.
- In my four years here,
Doremus Bennerman was the best
player to come through Alumni
Hall. Not Keith Bullock, that's for
sure. He was the most overrated
player to ever play in the MAAC.
- Jim Fitzpatrick should
have gotten the job at Fenway Park

to replace Sherm Feller as P.A.
announcer. I could hear him
no w... "Ladies and gentlemen, there
is a cappuccino machine located in
the southwest corner of the
ballpark."
- I really like rugby.
Really.
- Yankee Stadium is nicer
than Shea Stadium. Oh my God, he
said something positive about New
York.
These are a few of my
final thoughts as I exit this place
we call Fairfield University. I can
say that as a person, I have come a
long way since that memorable
first year here. The friendships I
have made are so numerous that I
can't say hi to everyone, but let it
be known that you are all very
important to me. I also would like
to thank everyone here for giving
me the opportunity to get involved
with so much on campus, and touch
the lives of so many people. It truly
has been a great experience.
Oneotherthing. Dr. Seuss
was right about looking into the
future. But just as important as
looking ahead is enjoying the
present, and glancing back at the
past with a smile as well.
"Oh, the Places You'll
Go." After four years, I know the
places that I have gone here are
ones that I will never forget, and
will always treasure. Stay well,
and go Red Sox!

Pre-graduation contemplation from
the Senior Mirror sports writers
Kevin Sutton
W
s

Although my Mirror
career spanned all of about four
articles, I'd like to thank my good
friend "The Doctor" Brian Keegan
for all of the opportunities. It's
nice to open up the back pages and
find your article in one of those
snappy shaded boxes.
Covering the Lady Stags
basketball team for the Mirror and
W VOF has been one of my favorite
memories on this campus. I will be
forever grateful for the chance to
have covered them from the
hallowed hardwood of Alumni Hall
to the outer recesses of the Knick
in Albany. To Dianne Nolan and
the rest of the Lady Stags, thanks
for the post-game interviews, the
long, strange bus rides, the last
secote* victories, and this past
season for almost pulling out the
big one. I wish you continued
success in 1995 and beyond.
I also want to thank my
radio partner, Ken Nippes, for
making everything easier. I'll miss
diving across the highway at 9:00
AM to get to Burger King. Thanks
buddy.
And to all I've forgotten,
or don' t have the space to mention,
thanks also. It's been an experience
I'll never forget.

Ken Nippes
To all my fellow Stags
and Lady Stags:
Very often we at WVOF
and the Mirror are critical of the
athletic department. However, in
my final entry into Fairfield lore,
I would- Like to commend
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I have lived and died with
the Fairfield Stags over the last
couple of years, and truly "died a
thousand deaths," but have taken
great pride in Fairfield Athletics. I
plan to provide as much support as
I possibly can post-graduation. I
ask you all to do the same.
In parting, I would like to
thank WVOF 88.5 FM, the
Fairfield University Athletic
Department, Coach Paul Cormier
and the Stags, and most importantly
Brian "Doc" Keegan for an exciting
three years of Stag basketball
broadcasting. It was an experience
that I will never forget and will
provide the basis for many
humorous stories in the future, no
doubt.
Good luck to all those
who remain behind!
"Yes, and the Foul!"

Mark Georgescu
Mark Georgescu
Fairfield's commitment to
women's athletics. In a word, it is
tremendous. After touring the
MAAC with the women's
basketball team for the past few
years, I have come to realize how
well this university treats its women
athletes. The women's soccer,
tennis, and basketball teams have
been amazingly successful with
our limited available resources. In
this, the athletic department is
second to none, and deserves to be
commended.
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the Lady Stags
basketball team. In three years yon-

have become more than just players
that I follow for 28 games — you
have become my friends. It has
been my honor and privilege to be
the "Voice of the Lady Stags."
Thank you for letting me fulfill my
dream.
I would also like to thank my
partner Kevin Sutton, whose
tireless work often goes
unrecognized, and my loving and
humble editor Brian Keegan, for
never cutting one of my articles.
Special thanks to the Hitmen
for giving me my first and only
Intramural championship!
To
-my-friends at the Toolbox, Sandbar-,

Lighthouse, the entire Residence
Life staff, and my two best friends
—thanks for making these the best
years of my life!

Robert Shannon
Dear Fairfield:
It was once spoken that
"parting is such sweet sorrow,"
and it is. Four years at Fairfield are
nearing their completion, and I
would like to thank each and every
one of you for making this such an
enjoyable limeY

Covering sports for the
Mirror was one of the most
personally rewarding activities I
took part in during my four years at
Fairfield. I was glad that my friend,
Brian Keegan, along with others,
gave me the final push that I needed
to join the staff. It is easy to say
that "I'll do this tomorrow," but
there comes a time when people
have to do what interests them, and
to take chances. Fairfield has had
its very high and very low points,
but I would prefer to remember the
good times and learn from the bad
ones. That is my advice to the
underclassmen. I wish success
upon all of my friends, and just
want to let you know how terrific it
i was goingithrough four years with
"you?
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From Loyola 3 to "Myrtle, Tommy!"
Itfs been quite a four year trip, guys!
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How could Residence Life expect a Red Sox
and a Mets fan to live together civilly for four
years? They must have known something Thanks for everything, Rob!

Boys, Boys.
Holes in
ceilings are
expensive to
fix, especially
inTH151!

I.M. Softball
Refunds

Intramural Update
Who is Don Schmidt, anyway?
Don Schmidt
Staff Writer
Before we get started with the end of the year Intramural awards, I would like to take
the time to thank the people who make Intramurals possible at Fairfield University: Debbie
Belkin (now a Michigan Wolverine) and Jim Giachino, Intramural Directors; and our Intramural
Supervisors: Sophomores, Matt Capuzzi and Derek Cummings, and Seniors Erin "I'll be in the
Office" Patton, Sean "I'm Punched In" Hester, Brian "The Groundskeeper" Keegan, Jeff
"Ironman" Taylor, Travis "I Have to Cancel My Game" Bassi, and John "Here's My Whistle
Catelogue" Collins.

Don Schmidt...Doesn't he look
like John Collins? photo: file

Wed. May 5
Thur. May 6
3-6 PM
I.M. Office Rec Plex

Now for our unofficial awards for the year:
- Most coordinated catch in the outfield...Neil O'Hallor.in
-Best slide into home plate...Pat Mitchell
- Most likely to be confused with Larry Johnson...Brian Peknic
-Most likely to never hit the ball out of the infield in 4 years of softbalL.Ken Nippes
- Worst intramural outfit...Breo Vasquez
- Best team uniforms...(tie) Seagrape Maulers and Kelly's Thunder
- Most Athletic Team...(tie) Fat Guys Throwing Bombs and Even Fatter
-Most Competitive...(tie) Joe Cicerone, Don Mclrnan, Alex Ananian,
and Troy Pinto
- Most Original Team Name...Eat Your Wheaties (It's im girlfriend's
team, I had to put them in somewhere)
-Best, but Laziest Official...Mike O'Donnell
-Best Team Name...(tie) Fat Guys Throwing Bombs and Even Fatter
-Most mis-understood team name: C.U.N. Church
-Fastest Player...Tim "Kid" Malay
-Slowest Player...Mike Grindlay
-Best Looking Player...Steve Rovinelli (only when catcher's mask is on)
On a more serious note, here are the official 1994 Intramural award winners:
Ahtletes of the Year...Matt Bruce, Julie Webb
Official of the Year...Joe Tarn
Rookie Official of the Year...Greg Vieherlig
Sportsmanship Award...Sarah Truczinski
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Giant Submarines
Jersey Mikes
Nothing else needs to be said!!!

Congratulations are also in order to Joe Tarn for being appointed Director of Officials
Emeritus. Good luck Fairfield as many good things are in store for next year including Intramural
Bingo and the multi-million dollar facility, the Intramural Dome.
.^ _
■■ , ,

One of thr worst Intramural Flag Football teams ever assembled The Conti Hurricanes. Pictured left to right: Tito Ciotti, Brian
Keegan. Rob Shannon, Brian Crocker. Missing from photo: Anyone
who was any good at flag tag.
photo: Scott McCaffrey
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10% off with student ID !
-i i.(i.
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A closer look at four years of memories
Jennifer Luongo
News Editor
My aunt recently sent
rhe a book filled with three-'
dimensional illusions. She told
me that it would take-a while for
my eyes to adjust to the images,
but once they did, the images
behind the pictures were
definitely worth seeing. She was
right. And I learned a new way of
seeing things.
Throughout my four
years at Fairfield, I have learned
many different ways of looking
at things—in my classes, of
course, but especially in my
relationships with people.
Learning to look beyond the
surface isn't always easy, but
once you truly know someone,

it's all worthwhile.
When I walked into
Room 214 of Jogues Hall for
the first time, in the sweltering
heat of September, 1990,1 had
absolutely no idea what the next
four years would hold. At the
time, I was just worried about
making it through the day

GRE
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
Start planning for
June tests and summer courses now!
GRE begins 4/21
LSATbegins 4/28
GMAT begins 5/5
MCAT begins 6/18
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We score more!

without dying from the heat or
my nerves.
Even though there
were people everywhere,
carrying trunks and bags and
pushing through the crowded
hallway, I looked at my tiny,
empty room and felt very much

alone, But after my family
helped to move me in and I ran
to Gonzaga to take my I.D.
picture, I returned to my room to
find I was no longer alone. My
roommate, Dolores Martinez,
had arrived and at the time I
never realized that I had met my
roommate for the next four years
and one of the closest people to
me throughout college.
That was just the

beginning. So many of the
friendships that I value the
most had their start during
those early days in Jogues.
And there are many
others that have developed
along the road from past to
present. I would like to thank
the people who have made
my college career as special
as it has been.
Brian, what can I
say? I think you know all the
words. But I just want you to
know that I'm glad we met
that day on the hill, in spite of
the whole soccer incident.
We've come a long way since
the day you pretended to lose
your I.D. and I wouldn't trade
a minute of the time that's
past since then. I love you.
Dolores, it's been a
great four years of all-nighters
and cracking ourselves up in
the Bermuda Triangle.
Thanks for everything. Bob
Hurley- he knew it.
D , M i c h e 1 e ,
Christine, Meg, Lori and
Jodie, I will miss you all so
much. Thanks for making the
Hightide a great place- never
a dull moment. Senior year
has been amazing and it's not
over yet.
To the entire staff of

Classifieds
Public Relations is looking for a student to assist the university
photographer. Paid position or possible internship. Please contact
Kevin Wofthal x2117.
COMPUTER LAB ASSISTANTS WANTED. We are looking
for dependable students with computer applications skills and are
interested in assisting others to be lab assistants in the coming Fall
semester. Please call x4077 or come by BNW 236 to"apply.
SUMMER HELP WANTED. Local branches of international
firm have several summer openings. Ideal for students, earn $9-$ 15
to start. Management opportunities, gain valuable business
experience. Build your resume. Positions available throughout CT,
NY, and MA. Fairfield County (203)454-0577. New Haven County
(203)458-0365.
Nannies needed live in, live out, references and experience required.
Great salary, benefits, and work conditions. Pre-screened families,
no fee. Call Marilyn: 877-5593 collect.
Help Wanted! Fairfield Dairy Queen. Flexible hours. Apply in
person. 1902 Post Road.
Summer Jobs. Fairfield County. Get a great tan. Earn up to $4000
plus bonuses. Work with other college students. Call.College Pro
Painters TODAY! 1-800-346-4649.

ThcPnncrKMRevicwBaiiaarfwrtinHiherPniirinnU'mwcmy
nonhefttrann»ITcggjS<r»xr

800/995-5565

Handy Man/Woman wanted to do gardening and household
chores. Must have car. Hours to fit your schedule. Call 226-1166
or 227-5863.

the Mirror, you can be proud of
the work you've done this year
and you can be happy because
it's all over. Many thanks to all
the people who have written for
me this year. Caitlin, best of
luck as News Editor. I know
you'll do a great job. A big
thanks to Frank Szivos, our
advisor. And I can't forget to
thank Kevin for supplying the
news section with some great
photos. Thanks Kev.

be complete without a mention
of my semester abroad in Paris,
last year. The friends that I made
there have helped me realize
that I will never shy away from
a life-changing experience
because of fear. Together, we
grew and changed as we
explored a different part of the
world.
Now, for the biggest
thank you of all. My parents are
the ones who have made these

I would also like to
thank two professors who have
helped me to see myself and the
people around me in a different
way. Dr. Kim Bridgford has been
a constant source of help and

past four years possible. They
have always taught me the value
of a good education and have
encouraged me in my writing
since the day I wrote my first
word. (My Mom probably still

| Visiting Dolores in Florence. Spring
encouragement throughout the
year. It's been wonderful
working with you Dr.
Bridgford. Thank you for
everything.
And Father G. Simon
Harak has taught me a great
deal about peace and justice.
He has always taught his
students to go beyond
presuppositions, form our own
ideas and stand up for what we
believe in.
It's a lesson I will
always carry with me. Thank
you Father Harak.
Memories of my
college experience would not

has the piece of paper). Thank
you Mom and Dad for every thing.
I love you. And I need to give
special thanks to my brother,
Patrick, who has always shown
me his pride and confidence in
me. Pat, I appreciate it more than
you know.
So, four years at
Fairfield have passed. And,
unlike the images I have learned
to see in my book of pictures, the
things I have learned at Fairfield
are not illusions. The people, the
experiences and the friendships
are very much real. And so are
the memories.
Bye.

Drivers wanted: Students, retirees,
to sell Good Humor ice cream. Work
outdoors this summer. Be your own
boss. Routes available in your area.
Earn $650.00 to $950.00 weekly.
Male or female. Apply now. Call
Mon-Sat 9 AM to 3 PM only.
(203)366-2641.
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The fat lady is
warming up
Christine Fokhi
Editor-in-Chief

..tailgating in the rain at West Point
fr. year .. stand on your head &
sing "twinkle-twinkle" to get rid of
hiccoughs .. lunar eclipse .. happy
piggies .. watching ducks skim on
the ice in Central Park—and break
through .. Cape Cod .. Vermont..
40 steps out of Campion .. cows,
bumblebees & indians .. 21st
birthday & the weekend .. bonding
with Jen & Patty..

The Mirror. It has been my life for the past
semester, and I hope that you have seen some sort of
improvement in it since I become Editor on December
16th of last year. If not, lie to me, because otherwise
you might get a smack in the head. Many people look
forward to seeing it every Thursday, and I know that
it was my personal motivation to get up for early first
that day. To my wonderful, understanding,
compassionate professors—please look at my grades
through rose-colored glasses, after drinking a bottle
of Dom Perignon (on me) when considering my
grades—my priorities may not have been straight,
but my heart was there. Frank, our advisor, (YES-we
do have a faculty advisor), warned me against writing
yet another goodbye, farewell article, but what else is
left to write about? How about just one more article
on Pilkerton? Just kidding.
Bill Schimpf has been the guidance for the
Mirror, and he deserves recognition, as does Linda
White, for my daily phone calls to his office. Bill was
my first encounter with the administration here, and
I must say that he is the opposite of what everybody
thinks the administration is like. That's the highest
compliment a member of the administration can get,
you know.
My wonderful staff (especially Caitlin &
Jessica) has endured my demanding, hyper, flighty
ways, and I thank God that we only lost two of our
staff during the year due to the pressure and stress the
Mirror exudes. With all of the time we spend in here,
we have gotten to know each other really well. And
with all of the shared love and relationshi p advice that
has been thrown around this room, we are all ready to
write an entire issue on the topic. Look for it next
week.
Lyn Campanella is the person responsible
for getting me involved with the Mirror. Thahk-you
for one of the best experiences I' ve had at college, and
at the same time, I could kill you.
To my 3 favorite math professors—thanks.
Jen & Deirdre—thanks for all of the math
help and the gossip and the friendship.
My housemates—Monica, Trish, Chrissy,
Beth, Abbie & Matt—what can I say? Try to drag me
out one night before we graduate. I don't have the
Mirror to make me insane anymore.
Jen & Patty—-I may not have seen you guys
too much this year, but you are in my heart.
Christie—up your butt with a bird. By the
way, you sink a duck by tying a rock to its foot.
JC, my roommate for three a half years—
don't turn around, I'm getting changed.
Michael Patrick—to think it all started with
"Would you like to go for a walk?"
M, D, Bri, AH & Poppy—I love you.
And to everyone graduating, please don't
think of the past four years as the best years of your
life. What else is there to live for then, after graduation?
Unless, of course, you never want to grow up and
leave college, and therefore become a-college
professor.
I wish everyone success in life in finding
happiness and employment.

Most likely to...
..Scare away a Naut...Trish
..be a telephone porn star...Jessica B.
..Own a horse farm in Montana.. Kirsten Fitzgerald
..Rap Queen Latifa...Cathy Lopes
..Deny hook-up charges with a loaf...B.J.
..Go to hell...Beth Greiner
..Next president of the Hair Club for Men... Jeff Mosca
..The Next Geraldo...Steve Minnick
..A three headed squirrel on acid...James Capello
..The next Denny Terrio...Travis Bassi
..Star in Revenge of the Nerds IV as Gilbert...Brian
Harniman
..Star as Grizzly Adams II... Jim Slevin

..Know every word to every song and who sings
it...Jodie Pryor
..Hook-up with a friend's cousin...Jodie Pryor
.The 1st female president.. Jen Abate
..Win a speed dialing contest...Laura Northrup
..Steal Valentine's Day ice sculpture...Jodie Pryor and
Jen Abate
..Play "The King of Wishful Thinking" song to
death...Beth Greiner
..Sunbathe on the roof of Dolan...Dolan 4 girls
..Get drunk in Disney World.. Jen Abate
..Upset because she didn't get the most votes for sexiest
underwear in the game "True Colors"...Lori McCarthy

..Turn the quiet study lounge into a
gameroom...Claver 3
..Have their whole room moved into the lounge...Beth
Greiner and Chrissy Rizza
..Wake you up at 10 Am on Sat/Sun morning to go to
brunch...Laura Northup
..Cha, Cha,Cha, her way through life...Beth Greiner
.."Ralph" out a car window.. Jodie Pryor
..Get 50 cents back from the Fairfield Cab
Company...Pamela Hardy
..chase away the farting coucher stranger...Chrissy
Rizza
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"A lifetime's not too long to live as friends..."

11

A friend's a friend forever..."

It is definitely the little things in life that turn out to be
the most meaningful. These things happen because of the people
we encounter and the experiences we have. I know that I am
made up of all the bits and pieces of those who have touched my
Fairfield years, and I am eternally grateful.
I wish that I could include a special memory for every
person who has been important to me over the last four years, but
Christine would only give me one page to say my goodbyes.
Besides, i: I were to mention each of these people, it would
probably take me another four years... (hey- maybe that's not
such a bad idea. I'm not ready to graduate anyway...) Nonetheless,
after three years typing the Mirror, I send out some of my
favorite bits and pieces to all of you. Cheers
to the Fitzpatrick's for being my second family..
to freshman year..to Regis 1 for helping me survive -1
couldn't have done it without you..to sharing phones..to an extra
room key.JG movin' in..to road tripping to Merrimack..to "No,
you cannot call me Lyni!" and "Boom from the sky!"..to the
•.top and Stuff..to Ritz bits..to General Psych and studying in
N:..to dinner at Uno's..to visitors from California...
to sophomore year..to Regis 1 - our Christmas village
was the best!..to sharing quote books..to making new friends..to
Monday Night Mass..to Meatloaf in the bathroom..to being
convinced to try diving..to meeting someone who shares the
same birthday..to visitors from N.I..to MAAC's and spin the
bottle..to games on Regis Ground..the guys directly upstairs..to
TH 38..to creative mixes..to Dogwoods..to the carnival..
to junior year..to the TH/Dolan staff...to the d2w crew
and M&M's!..to people who stand by you even without the
hugs..to D>cney on Ice..to Mish-Mosh..to the DC strugglers..to
Si. 1 •'«.•
Day..to bus transfers..to staff bonding.lo the other
short gi': to Ciptain's Cove..to trips for frozen yogurt..to watching
the sun rise from the beer truck..to Cape Cod..to THE ultimate
birthday party..
to senior year..to the house of Elegance..to Harvest..to
Wednesday night chicken and no repeats..to Pier 92 Karaoke..to
TH 132..to going dress shopping in New York..to Quinitc.to
Jersey Mike's..to my little "haht"..to the divers..to a Mickey
Mouse shammy..to the best Editor-in-Chief this paper has ever
seen and to a friendship that began with typing..to bonding..tn
angels..to Seinfeld..to special study breaks..to being asked to
Dogwoods...to enjoying what is left..
Well, I can't say thank you enough. It has been an
AWESOME AWESOME four years. By the way - if anyone
wants to know what I'm doing once I've graduated... "I'm going
to Disney World!" (Hey, a girl can dream, can't she?)
Peace, love and an infinity of smiles, Lyni

E'>fhi»-

To my fellow graduates:
"May the world hug you with its warmth and love, and whisper a joyful tune in your heart, and may the wind
carry a voice that tells you there is a friend sitting in another corner of the world wishing you well."
- D.A.
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Senior Prophecies
In the future...
Lisa Huck will be behind bars for assault and battery and intent to kill because
she attacked an innocent elderly woman in Las Vegas for taking her seat at the slot
machine while Lisa was chasing after a quarter she dropped.
Cristina Gonzalez, this energetic shoe store manager , will be found on a tropical
island with husband Joe Hayes trying to sell shoes to all tourists.
Beatriz Annexy will be found trying to get her law degree at Florida State (yeah,
right). She will probably lose 40 pounds teaching aerobics and then head down to
the beach to show off.
Maria E. Rios will be found studying medicine in the University of Puerto Rico.
In the next few years she will invent the cure to a deadly disease, winning a Nobel
Prize for it.
Marisol Ferraivoli will be manager for life of the PR campaign in charge of
promoting Puerto Rico as the best island in the world besides regretting forever
missing the 1994 keg races.
Jen Graf will be married on the SNET phone line, pregnant with twins and living
at home.
Steph Amoroso will be crazy in jail for blowing up the chem lab while trying to
grow her children.
Denise Thayer will be flirting with the boy next door, massaging a "friend," and
sleeping on a pool table.
Jill Grenier will be 6'3" after ingesting the new growth hormone.
Sean Broderick will be the president and client of the Hair Club for Men.
Brian Martin will be as big as his closet.
Meri Jitsukawa will be working for Chase Manhattan and moonlighting as a
chauffeur.
Michele Imperia will have published her first dictionary and thesaurus.
Karen Schroeder will have hugged her billionth tree.
Matt Barron will land his first role as the next Inspector Closeau in The Pink
Panther.
Karen LoCurto will spend her days watching TV and eating bonbons.
Jen Luongo will still be in the Grape playing the name game.
Christine Morgan quits her job as a high-powered executive to become the sockt-shirt coordinator for the Gap.
Laura Galbraith will co-host her own court-TV talk show, "She said—He said."
Monica Roosa will play the part of Julie McCoy in the revival of TV hit series, •
The Love Boat.
Megan Heaney will be the next big star of Bay watch as a lifeguard/legal
consultant.
Kate Moore kicks out her husband so she has more space to store her shoes.
Laurie Connors will be sleeping on the couch in Karen Schroeder's home.
Brian "Kookie" Concannon will still be in the Grape telling those same dirty
jokes, in between rounds of darts.
James Cafferty will turn down a seat on the Supreme Court to take over David
Letterman's Late Show.
Karen Schroeder will enter overeaters anonymous.
Denise Thayer will break the Guiness book of world records for the most TV
hours watched.
Jen Graf will own and operate a Volvo dealership.
Michelle Sparaco will win a Grammy award for her wonderful singing.
Cheryl Schultz and Jill Grenier will be Nobel laureates for their studies of
Phospholipase.
Sean Broderick will be more muscular than Rick Oeckler.
Daniel Gilligan will own the Sodexho corporation.
Pete Evangelista will be the Surgeon General.
Dan Gilligan will be the next Hulk Hogan.
Jen Graf will be a millionaire from owning stock in SNET.
Deborah Trerice will win the gold medal for the newly established Olympic
Beirut competition.
Tom Knox will still be drinking beer, watching pornos, and saying "all righty
(
then."
Michelle Sparaco will be the graduation speaker, telling everyone how stupid
they were for wasting their money at Fairfield.
Stephanie Amoroso will misplace her child.
Jill Grenier will be manager of U2.
Meg Heaney will be making millions in her private law firm.
Dolores Martinez will head an Ad agency in New York.
Christine Morgan will own her own Ben & Jerry's.
Jennifer Luongo will have a book on the NY Times Best Sellers list.
Jodie Pryor will be the president of a successful cosmetics firm.
Lori McCarthy will be a corporate lawyer for the Hostess Corporation.
Michele Imperia will be sunning herself on the beaches of the Italian Riveria.
Jennie Edwards will revive K-TEL records and turn disco into a bigger cash-cow
than NKOTB or Nirvana or even Pearl Jam.
Steve Burke will marry the mother of a swarthy, and live happily after ever.
Kevin Sutton will develop a new, more "natural looking" hair coloring for men,
and become rich.
Mark Barzda will remain on the Fairfield campus his entire life, living at
townhouse parties.
Joe Mongillo will have a freak accident while working on the set of CATS 2 and
become the center of a new right-to-die controversy.
Tricia Dawson will win the gold medal for ladies' downhill skiing at the '98
winter Olympics.
Erica Schondorf will follow in the footsteps of Lorena Bobbit on her route to
stardom.
Lorraine Fargas will become the anchor for a new FQX-TV tabloid news show.
V%Jk.*,-%Ai.«

Cheryl Schultz will be permanently engaged to a successive string of military men
throughout the world.
Amy Zenkert and Stephanie Amoroso will grace every empty field in New Jersey
will their presence at 3 in the morning.
Jen Graf's bedtime rituals will become so extensive that it will be morning before
she falls asleep.
Sean Broderick will become CEO for Lego, Inc. and make a million from a patent
on replaceable hair pieces.
Jill Grenier will become a Syrian terrorist and eradicate her enemies by feeding them
poisoned Near East rice pilaf.
Amy Zenkert will return from Micronesia with dread locks, a native husband, 10
kids and an orca whale.
Jen Nehlsen will travel to all area Volkswagon dealerships picking up men.
Pablo Colon will become less stingy with his bodily fluids.
Tom Knox will die laughing at his own jokes.
Christine Folchi will travel cross-country fixing up college newspapers.
Ellen Hanley will be searching through the Alumni Newsletter trying to network.
Deirdre Little will be conducting surveys in the mall.
Meg Armata will own and operate her own Ann Taylor store.
Kelly McLaughlin will be back in college getting a degree in something she actually
likes.
Marybeth Jodice will be a Medford High School cheerleading coach.
Rebecca Heid will be eating pasta for dinner as often as she does now.
Jenn Piekarski will be chosen to head the U.S. Department of Education.
Kilian Murphy will still be searching for jokes.
Dawn Esposito will publish her quote collection.
Christine Folchi and her staff will be running back to Fairfield because of Cheapie
withdrawal.
Memories by Jennifer Piekarski
"Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes, I'm afraid it's time for goodbye,
again." I never thought that four years could go by so quickly and that it would be
time for goodbyes again. It seems like just yesterday that I was reading the Class of
1991's Senior Edition and now I am writing for the Class of 1994's edition. Myyears
at Fairfield have been fun and I have some wonderful people to thank.
To the red-headed Irishman—you've been quite a friend. Thanks for four
years of jokes, laughter at your expense (the closet incident) and your constant
support. To the girl who is as "Taight as a tick"—it has been an interesting four years.
Who could ever forget our interesting friends (?), "Steve Martin is cool," the infamous
night at the chapel and the Grape, and Spring Break withKevin, Jeff and Tony. We' ve
had our ups and downs, especially this year, but you've always been there for me!
Thank you!
To the people I've been an RA for: Fllremember you all with love and with
no more headaches!!
To my wonderful suitemates, the three of us made it through Student
Teaching. Thanks for your understanding and it isn 't my turn to clean the bathroom!!
To my amazing staff, you are the rock hard stones and I'll miss you all so
much! Don't ever forget... Fartknocker, the big dipper, da Nuts, January training and
Disney dancing, belching and constant love and support. McBski— we have
developed a great friendship this year and you'll always be special to me. Thanks for
being a shoulder to lean on and for always sharing you great laugh with me. I'll miss
you!! Espo, it has been crazy but we both made it through student teaching in one
piece. Don't ever forget last summer and the eternal 21 st birthday.
LMC, I don't even know where to begin. I have only known you for two
short years, but in that time you have been such an amazing friend. Some things have
brought us closer and I'll always be grateful for that. I'll never forget... our 21st
birthday "pahty," days of the week underwear, Mickey on ice, study breaks with the
beverage of choice, endless talks and loads of great times. You are so special to me
and I thank you for sharing the gift of you with me.
To all of you who await your Senior Edition, enjoy your time at Fairfield
because, before you know it, it will be your turn to say goodbye!!

203/255-1017
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Most likely to...
..teach aerobics in India...Shawky Kaldawy
..Think Pearl Jam isn't cool... Shawn Collins
..Challenge King Kong Bundy to a steel cage match...Craig
Stang
..Be worshipped by an African pygamy tribe... Scott Pons
..Die trying to kiss Rover's sister...Mike Petrie
..Buy a Happy Meal...Tim Malay
..Use laughing gas on a girl for a routine dental visits...Ryan
Finnegan
..Seen at the Rec Plex...John Collins
..Relieve himself in the woods... Ryan Finnegan
..Haunt the Sea Grape stall together...John Scroope and Rover
..Seen on MTV's Grind...Jeff Stefanowicz
..Vote himself "Most Popular"... Harry Bond and Rich
Oelecker
..Barney at children's parties...Ryan Finnegan
..Chase cars...Scott Lindsay
..Never hook-up in their own beds... Finn and Rover
..Watch Rover hook-up...Finn
..Mistake the bathtub for the toilet bowl...Finn
..Date a two-dimensional girl...Ryan Finnegan
..Date his wife's best friend...Scott Lindsay
..Have his kid look like the milkman...Brian Sullivan
..Date a hairdresser...Steve Rovinelli
.Toot his own horn...John Scroope
..Rejected by a blow-up doll...Gene Johnson
..Have a tanning booth in his office...John Scroope
..Write a book on how to keep women, yourself, and your
professor happy...John Scroope
..Have his chest double as a bird bath...John Scroope
..Become the next John Wayne...Rover
..Named nature girl of the year...Jan Evora
..Lounge singer...Brian Harniman
..Pose for Playboy Topless editions post-graduation...Maureen
Murphy
..Go out with a FUSA president...The Lighthouse
..Gamble the rent...Rebecca Timlin
..Marry a Vinny...Brooke Duschock
..Marry a dentist...Brooke Duschock
..A professional escort in Derby...Steve Rovinelli
..Some sort of politician in the future...Mike McCormack
..Say something that doesn't make sense or not to get a
jokc.Kristina Jacobsen
..Own a liquor store...Sue Murphy and Nancy Baldwin
..Drag race in their custom design cruiser station wagons...Ann
Sweeney and Brian Peknic
..Have two beers and pass out...Two beer Charlie
..Quit his job and relocate to the Bahamas as a star bongo
instructor...John Collins
..Smooze a girl...John Scroope
..Sit in the way back seat of a station wagon...Brooke Duschock
and Ann Sweeney
..Contestants on Dance Fever...The Lighthouse Girls
..A housewife...Stacy Cretella
..Have her car fall apart...Kristen Raff one
..Eat wings for dinner...TH 33
..Have man problems...Kristen Raffone
..Buy stock in Lysol...Kristen Raffone
..Suffer a Southern Comfort overdose...Laurie Hanson
..Get into strange cars...Christine Coletta
..Have the symptoms of every disease...Laurie Hanson and
Christine Coletta
..DAYS addicts...TH 33
..Married...Laurie Hanson and Christine Coletta.
..Use a Campus Center bathroom...Laurie Hanson
..Have a rollerblading accident...Christine Coletta
..Sing in the bathroom...Christine Coletta
..Make a pot of sauce...Stacy Cretella
..Person you'd least like to see at 8 AM... Stacy Cretella
..Found eating buffalo wings...Laurie Hanson and Christine
Coletta
..Found in front of a TV on Wednesday nights...TH 33
..Found wearing high heels to class...Kristin Raffone
..Sleep in the cellar...Christine Coletta
..Found doing Jager shots...Christine Coletta
..Finish a test in 10 minutes...Laurie Hanson
..Join the Days of Our Lives fan club... TH 33
..Wake-up in someone else's clothes...Bridget Reilly
,.Sleep on the couch...Nikki Fantoni
..Weat shorts in sub-zero weather...Matt Foley
..Shower at the Fishbowl... Jeff Taylor
..Disappear without a trace... Jeff Roberts
..Pole dance at 4 AM...Emily Bracy
..Fall at any given time...Trish Collins
..Wake-up on time for everything...Karen Nyzio
..Moon someone...Julie Debaggis
..Lose to two girls in basketball...Ray Phelan and Kevin Kuzia
..Lose a tennis match...Joe Puhekker
..Win doubles at Wimbledon with Cary O'Brien...Steve Mazza
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Most likely to...

Steve
Mazza
Joe
Puhekker
Ray
Phelan

above:
Stephanie Amoroso
Jill Grenier
Denise Thayer
Deb Trerice
Jen Graf
Michelle Sparaco
right:
Mike O'Donnell
Sean Hester
Mike McCormack

Patti, Pat & Belinda

Dave Belcher, Jeff Igoe
& Rob Malley

..Strike our with the "Hello Dance"... Joe Puhekker and Steve
Mazza
..Fall for the "Chicken Butt" phrase...Mike Boucher
..Lose a dress...Shannon Latham
..Get a kick in the supa-la-la...Sue Habinowski
..Sing the New Sound Muppet Song... Sue Habinowski and
Carissa Allert
..Become a narcoleptic...Nicole Kenyon
..Change her name to Vera...Val Cyr
..Late for everything... Jody Panchak
..Mistaken for the age of 12...Jody Panchak
..Make a grand entrance and exit...Christine Sotir
..Get lost leaving her parking spot...Carissa Allert
..Move them in...move them out...Carissa Allert
..Annoy people, singing the Muppet song...Sue Habinowski and
Carissa Allert
..Eat corn-on-the cob...Melanie Fowler
..Watch
"Saved by the Bell"...Dave Stokes
..Set fire to the house with a Pop-Tart...Cary O'Brien
..Loudest voice in proportion to body...Cary O'Brien
..Rock and roll star...Thomas "Aquinas" Habetz
..Sleep on the job...Michael Boucher
..Enter a room yelling...Christine Sotir
..Have an affair with a married woman...Joe Tarn
..Least capable of handling a heterosexual relationship...Touch
of Grey
..Own a TCBY...Carissa Allert
..Check himself into a nursing home before age 25...Brian
Martin
..Sell his first born to payoff a gambling debt...Don McKiernan
..Found nude and passed out in a bathroom...Dave "Frenchie"
Stokes
..The Newest member of Menudc.Dre Colberg
..Show "Grandma's Tongue"...Brian Kinney
..Talk himself out of anything except food...Mike O'SulIivan
..Use a cheesy line...Brian Peknic
..Hit a police car...Wally Enman
..Succeed Cy Sperling...Dutch Terranova
..Fall out of a Dominoe truck... Jim Grogan
..Get in your face...Matt Barron
..Get drunk and turn into the Hulk...Jeff Taylor
..Take you to the "Do Jo"...Dan McKiernan
..Collect early retirement...Brian Martin
..Fall down for no reason...Cheryl Seleski
..Shave spastic body hair...Pat Mitchell
..Never break in a hat...Mike O'Malley
..Bring afro back in style...Jim Cronin
..Get nude...Neil O'Halloran
..In a good mood...Jim Brady
..The "Crisco Kid"...Mike Grindlay
..Baking cookies at TH 23...Brian Concannon
..Hook-up with a girl from Nebraska...Joe Tarn
..Control his temper...Joe C i erone
..Save the world from all wrong doing...Mike McCormack
..Take a soul searching walk...John Brady
..Mistaken for Mt Rushmore...Kevin Kuzia
..Die of a vene;\ ul disease:..Justin Flanagan
..Reincarnated as a cov...Mike O'SulIivan
..Drunk in a shopping cart...Jim Brady
.."Upper Decked"... Laughing Cow
.."Upper Deck"...The Undertow
..Starve to death...Mike O'Malley
..Give you a tour of his room...Brian Peknic
,,JITIBK
..Pass out by 7:30...Joe Tarn
..Have a "zany" friend in High School...Brian Harniman
..Hang out with the "upstairs friends"...Mike Grindlay
..Have the highest G.P.A...TH 115
..Stalk a girl...Kevin Kuzia
..Try out for the Fairfield Stags...Matt Baron
..Want to beat up his friends...Neil O'Halloran
..Pick his nose with his tongue...Jim Cronin
..Shark attack...Jim Grogan
..The "Adidas" spokesman...Jim Cronin
..Talk your ear off...Keith Behan
..Sandbag a beer...Mike O'SulIivan
..Break a window and blame someone else... Andres Colberg
..Person you thought most likely went herc.Craig Stange
..Get killed by his own troops...Mike Hayes
..Answer an unringing phone... Nancy McGuggart
..Join Chicago Ladies Society...Jen Benson
..A Butter Manufacturer...Abbie Tidd
..A World famous singer and jigdancer: Gan°adin...Jen Abate
..Get hurt on a jungle gym... Katherine I lagan
..Kill the Bear...Katie Walheim
..Found with a hair appliance in hand...Jeff Mosca
..Own a tropical fish store...Steve Minnick
..On Star Search in a dance rountine...Travis Bassi
..Gap Manager...Joe Tarn
: i ..A professional babysitter...Monica Stack
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PEER TUTORS NEEDED
FOR FALL 1994!

A unique boutique for "after
five" formal & semi-formal
apparel. An incredible array of
new and nearly new designer
gowns, prom gowns, and
sophisticated evening wear,
special occasion, mother of
the bride, costume jewelry.

Dress
ITTjh

Thurs&Fri 11 -6 pm

Tues&Wed ll-5pm

Join our team of tutors! The Peer
Tutorial Program, located in Dolan
210, offers students the opportunity
to gain experience. If you have a 3.0
overall average & the ability to
obtain a recommendation from a
faculty member, contact Student
Support Services at X2445. We are
looking forward to working with
you!

Sat. 10-4 pm

PREGNANT?
CALL THE HOPELINE 1 -800-203-HOPE
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTIAL
ALL WELCOME
Honest Explanation of All Facts
Full Discussion of All Options
"A Friend You Can Talk To!"

(1-800-203-4673)

/?J€M HOPELINE
l/fjm WOMEN'S
24toXl CENTER
a day

EZ-CARD,

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the wortd_.Vlsa» and MasterCard*
credit cards...*ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

-rttfr ■
"o turn downs!
,
«l»* *!,rtC»>T? Ho cred1t checks!
H
*S*'^U*°;$*
° ?ecur1ty deP°s1t!
6^» *»0"t
SEND THE COUPON TODAY

i~et*rCard

YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

neauze tie c ream
o cai ing ijonir own s.

to

The Fairfield Mirror

BOX 16516,

ATLANTA.

GA 30321

J^ Krf^J I want V1SA»/MASTERCARD« Credit
Cards approved Immediately. 10014 GUARANTEED!

NAME
ADDRESS

enry

STATE—ZIP

STUDENT? Yes

No

S5.#

SIGNATURE _
NOTE: MasinCin) Is a rrglslcrcd tradcmaifc of MasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International

rTT.iin:in:[-i;iM:n-i'iJ'i:tM-in

MOVING
10

b!

\l J/ur career will help you do just that. Our agents have
been recognized as "Top Sales Force" in a survey of sales
rtxecutives by Sales & Marketing Management magazine.*
And our top ratings by Moody's, Standard 6c Poor's, A.M.
Best and Duff ot Phelps assure the financial security that people
look for at times like these.
If you're looking for a meaningful, rewarding career, call for
a confidential interview. *Summer Internship available

SALFRATINO

Mait Boxes Etc. Announces

535 Connecticut Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06854
203/857-5720

7he GREAT MOVE OUT!

orthwestern
utual Life

H

The Quiet Company"
>«1'"U IT* NmtlnvcMctn MIIMI.I1 I.ill- lignum, C"iHii|nm. Mila.111l.rc. WI
*Ki pniiii.l In (* miisMiiii<>l s.i/,-. an,/Milk-tin^ 'W«"*K< ">'"' Mjj(«ni*.
Rrprintol hi ,. ,„n..,..n ..I Miaalrs

SUIHUJ

,V IW\. A M. Hot. ..,,1 I lull S, I'klp

Boxes and Packing Tape Supplied
Fast Ground or Air Shipping via UPS
MAILBOXES ETC*
917 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
9-6 M-F; 10-3 Sat.
TEL. 203 254-1179

2490 Black Rock Tpke.
Fairfield. CT 06430
BUS 203 374-3354
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OOWLING COLL_EEGE

ENROLL FOR
SUMMER SCHOOL
AND YOU WON'T
WANT TO LEAVE.

FLOWER SHOP
2151 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
TELEPHONE 336-1895
(next to Angus Restaurant)

ENROLLMENT: NOWTHRU MAY23RD
CLASSES BEGIN: SESSION I —MAY 23RD, SESSION II—JUNE 27TH

Dogwood Dance Special
Long stem roses gift wrapped
$25 dozen or $2.25 each
Corsages and boutonnieres available
Open Friday til 6 pm

GRADUATION
PARTIES
(OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL OCCASION)

Fabulous
buffets
from

offer a broad range of career-oriented
programs. And Dowling has just
launched America's first bachelor's
degree in the growing field of Intermodal Transportation. Our National
Aviation and Transportation Center—
The NAT Center*—opens this fall. You
can be part of it.
You can transfer up to 60 credits
from a two-year college, even more
from a four-year college. Whether
you're an undergraduate or graduate
student, you're sure to feel welcome at
Dowling: over 60% of our students are
transfers.
Call for your own personal financial
aid review session. There's no substitute for a meeting with your
financial aid counselor. Choose
ILany day or time that suits you.
INO Weekends included.

Add to
your
menu,
or let
us do it
all

$6.25
per
person

Earn summer credits as you discover your future. At Dowling, The
Personal College, your individual
growth and career preparation are our
number-one priority. Here you'll find the
summer courses and programs you
want, all scheduled to fit your busy lifestyle: nights, days, Saturdays and
Sundays. And thats just the beginning!
Beaches, parks and midtown Manhattan all within easy reach. Our
beautiful riverfront campus is just minutes from Long Island's white sand
beaches and less than an hour from
Manhattan via major highways and the
Long Island Railroad..This autumn,
you'll want to stay to complete your
degree at Dowling.
Aviation & Transportation
Business, Education, Arts &
Sciences—our four schools

• * * *
VISA&
MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

DELIVERY
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

CALL 371-6177 • 24 HOURS-A-DAY
Ask for a FREE Brochure
3896 N. Main Street, Bridgeport
(1 rede south of Trucnbul Shopping Park)

CALL NOW FOR AN APPLICATJOl

1 800

SUMMER6QURSE CATALOG

.-(1 -8 00-369-5464)

COOPERS & LYBRAND IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT THE FOLLOWING
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
WILL BE JOINING OUR FTRM

,JJX'

MICHAEL COOK

TARA LYDON

HARTFORD OFFICE

STAMFORD OFFICE

ANDREW NORTH

KEVIN ROBINSON

STAMFORD OFFICE

STAMFORD OFFICE
PAK-YU SIT
STAMFORD OFFICE

Coopers
&l_ybrand

NOT JUST KNOWLEDGE, KNOW HOW.
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Sullivans can help with your
celebration of

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

Mothers Day

GLEE CLUB

V FAIRFIELD
F FLOWER SHOP

CAROLE ANN COYNE- MAXWELL,
CONDUCTOR

MMSHDWN

mnrnm
POPS CONCERT

CALL QUICK CENTER BOX OFFICE FOR TICKETS
254-4010
$3 STUDENTS $5 ADULTS

Bringing you special flowers
for wonderful occasions.
25 South Benson Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
(Convenient location across from People's Bank/Grand Union Shopping Center)

Phone 259-1629
Major Credit Cards Accepted.

You may even get paid for
reading it. After all, this book from
MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard
IVs more than a credit card. IVs smart money:

MasterCard

© 1994 MasterCard International Incorporated

The Fairfield Mirror
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HEy THERE. .. LISTEN UP!
It's finally here I Your official invitation to comment,
compliment, curse, rant, rave, condemn, praise, etc.
about life at ^aiffidd
A very important Snr vey will be distributed during the week
of April 25. Look fOR IT! Fill IT OUT! It will only take
a few minutes. We will even deliver and pick up
the Surveys personally. Also they will be available at the
Info Desk.
This Survey is our way of asking what you want. "L4LK >4EtOUT
IT! DON T IGNORE IT! IT IS TlME TO TAkE ACTION NOW!

Take advantage of this survey.

This is your chance to be heard.
It is time for a change, no mere playing
around We are determined to make things happen
for you I BUT VE WANT ANd NEECJ youR hElp. V®fl<si

Anything goes with this survey! You are in
charge of the university!

WHAT ARE

£?©Q] GOING TO DO?

Rosalind E. VanTuyl
FUSA Vice President of University Development '95
Karen E. O'Connor
Director of Student Services '97
Julie Charsky
Director of Research and Statistics '96
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Good Luck Seniors!

. .and 24 more nights!
..freshmen floors..first to live in Dolan..first to eat in Dolan..Kosta/
Claver/Gonzaga upperclassmen only..FOB to Donnarumma..North
Campus and Julie Hall to Dolan..Seiler's to Sodexho..from freedom
to locked dorms..from Loyola Chapel to Egan ChapeL.from index
cards to on-line registration..pre-registration for business
school..beach patroh.Club Black Box..wristbands at the THs.. j

